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Imperialist V Republic and big bosses

Declare war and rob the working class of 35-hour workweek shift

DOWN WITH HOLLANDE!
Out with Maastricht and imperialist Europe!

Despite the betrayal of union bureaucracies and 
the provocations of the government and police…

The barricades, pickets and General Strike 
are already in the streets 

PARIS DRESSES UP IN COMMUNE!

THE “FRENCH MAY” IS
STARTING!
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Presentation
We are presenting here this new issue of the “International Workers’ Organizer” (IWO), voice of
the Collective for the Re-foundation of the IV International / FLTI, dedicated to the current acid
tests of the global class struggle which are the focus of all the exploited in the world. 

The “French May” begins to wake up… Paris dresses up in Commune

No doubt, today France is in the
center of the scene. There, the imperia-
list employers through the Government
of Hollande and the regime of the Fifth
Republic seek to wrest the 35 hours’
workweek from the French working
class. They thus seek to impose France
workers the same conditions of slavery
and labor precarization French impe-
rialism has already imposed on the
masses of the semi-colonial world, the
exploited of its overseas colonies and
immigrant workers in its interior. 

Just as this "labor reform" Bill was
sent to the Parliament, the French wor-
king class and youth won the streets
and staged huge days of struggle,
whose climax was the general strike on
March 31. That same day sectors of
youth occupied the Place de la Repu-
blique (Republic Square) in Paris and
put on foot the movement Nuit Debout
(Standing Up Night) from which an
appeal was prompted for an internatio-
nal fight day on May 15 against 1% of
parasites. A huge battle was in the
works in the depths of the workers,
youth and all the exploited masses of
France.

Before this, bureaucracies of trade
unions like the CGT (directed by Sta-
linism) and the entire reformist left
sought to carry the fight of the working
class and the exploited masses to pres-
sure Parliament to not pass the Bill.
Meanwhile, all the "new left" social-
imperialist currents as Syriza, "ruptu-
res" of Syriza, the French Left Front,
PODEMOS of the Spanish State, sup-
ported by all the Renegades of Trots-
kyism as French NPA, the English
SWP, etc., concentrated their forces in
Paris to remove the revolutionary con-

tent from the Republic Square, talking
about such an attack of the capitalists
can be slowed down fighting for "real
democracy"; saying that it was not ne-
cessary to defeating the Government of
Hollande or the imperialist Fifth Repu-
blic that invaded Mali, were massa-
cring in Syria, support
counter-revolutionary Zionism and
keep hundreds of military bases to
guard their looting across Africa; the
same that with the excuse of the ISIS
framed up self-attacks so to be able to
militarize France; and after all this they
were now coming for their own wor-
king class.

We present in this edition of the
IWO a declaration on May 12 where
we state that they were French capita-
lists who declared a direct war to the
workers, booting them at one blow all
their conquests.  
The bourgeoisie was responsible

for dispelling the lies of reformism
which carried the working-class to
pressure struggles so that “better con-
ditions” in such law “could be renego-

tiated”. Instead, Hollande used consti-
tutional mechanisms of the French
Fifth Republic to impose through a
completely Bonapartist decree the law
eliminating 35 hours work-week. This
is the true French imperialist demo-
cracy! 

France shows that the crash and
the stagnation of the world economy
are making the bourgeoisie to ruth-
lessly attack the toilers and eliminate
all the margins for concessions for
dispensing alms that reformism pre-
tends to be "reforms". The margins
for concessions become smaller up to
disappearing. 

It was the bourgeoisie which broke
the "social peace" between classes.
Now for French imperialism it has be-
come a question of life and death to
impose conditions of maquila to all
French workers. It needs to increase
productivity and the exploitation of the
working class to compete in the world
market with other imperialist powers.
Decisive clashes between classes are

The name of the streets in Paris being changed
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here: either the Hollande Govern-
ment imposes its rule with a decisive
defeat to the working class or the
workers impose their will by defea-
ting the Government and the impe-
rialist system.

The working class did not make
them wait for its response. Despite and
against all the Union collaborationist
bureaucracies, despite the chants of si-
rens of the left-wing servants of Euro-
pean imperialism, French workers and
battle-hardened youth are presenting
battle. The powerful French proleta-
riat starts to stand up.

On May 12 itself the working class
and the exploited were mobilized
throughout the country against the at-
tack of Hollande and imposed on the
Union bureaucracy a general strike on
May 17 and 19.

As the reader can see in this IWO
we tell about the vigorous general
strike and rally along the streets on
May 17 where the cry thundered of
"We are all vandals, all of us break
everything!" All we hate the police!" 
They began the pre-revolutionary

days of the workers and youth’s com-
bat. THE “FRENCH MAY” BEGAN
TO WAKE UP AND PARIS DRES-
SED IN COMMUNE.

We present here also a correspon-
dent’s report from Paris, on May 18
fight, which would be a new step in the
struggle of the working class waging

massive political combat on the streets
of the French May.

On May 18 France dawned under a
serious tension: the dreadful riot police
(…organized in the Stalinist French
CGT! Shame on the Stalinist bureau-
cracy! ) called for a rally “against the
hatred that people feel toward” them...
A real provocation organized by the
Government of Hollande and mounted
by the same Stalinist apparatus of the
CGT and treacherous and corrupt
Force Ouvrière bureaucracy. In diffe-
rent cities, not only in Paris, these mar-
ches were supported by (extreme-right)
Le Pen and the Zionist community in
France... The response was swift. Tens
of thousands of workers and young pe-
ople marched in Paris to defend the Re-
public Square that the masses had
conquered with their camp. 
But this provocation from the Go-

vernment was already underway. From
the masses of rebellious youth, from all
the squares of insubordinate Paris and

assemblies in factories came out calls
to support the day of fight and the
strike for May 19. The same 18 already
oil tankers, railway, mining, nuclear
power workers stopped working. Wor-
ker assemblies sprang everywhere.
Youth won the streets. A new round of
fighting began. The mass action rea-
ched a new rung up. The French May
is getting up. New decisive battles
are yet to come. 

The “Square of the Republic” was
banned by Government Decree. The
masses refuse to give it out, much less
to get off of their struggle in defense of
the 35 hours. Night was falling in Paris
on May 18, and already the churches
of Rouen appeared taken with the Red
posters of "Long live the Commune!"
And subway station of the Square of
the Republic, the surrounding streets
and the square itself changed name and
were known as de la Commune. Long
live then the Paris Commune!

Open the way to militant internationalism!... Bringing the voice of the Syrian resistance, of the
struggle for the freedom of political prisoners and the combat for the Commune against

imperialism, "International Worker Organizer" correspondents were present on May 15 in Paris

We Trotskyists of the FLTI are ho-
nored to be able to combat today on the
streets of Paris next to workers and re-
bellious youth, participate in these en-
gagements and from May 6 intervene
in the Place de la Republique. The re-
ader may also find reflected in this
IWO issue this huge experience of our
correspondents in Paris and the combat

we Trotskyists fought there, at the Re-
public Square there were expressed ul-
timately two programs: on one side
those who defend the "real democracy"
of the Fifth Republic, and on the other
those who, as we do, proclaim that the
Paris Commune should return this time
all over France.

Our intervention on the internatio-
nal day of Nuit Debout on May 15 -
which reunited tens of thousands of
students and workers in the square-, as
well as in the previous days, raised two
decisive points.  
On the one hand, we called to break

the siege to the Syrian revolution and
fight for the freedom of all political pri-

France: struggle day on May 18th
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soners in the world with the cry of
"The enemy is at home!" and "Impe-
rialists, get out of the nations whom
you oppress!” and “Out with your wars
of plunder and colonialism!".
On the other hand, we gave a poli-

tical battle against the scam of "new
left" and their telltale of "real demo-
cracy" while it was crumbling when
Hollande signed the Decree on the eli-
mination of the 35 hours workweek.
That May 15 in the evening our dele-
gate culminated her speech before
thousands of students and workers rai-
sing the cry: "Down with the 1%! For
a Committee of all labor organiza-
tions to convene from rebel Paris to a
European General Strike to defeat im-

perialist Maastricht! Let’s revive the
Paris Commune! A Commune where
all the workers of the world are citi-
zens of honor! LONG LIVE THE
COMMUNE! "."

These interventions are found in va-
rious videos that the reader can see on
our web site (www.flti-ci.org) reflec-
ting the tough fight that we Trotskyist
internationalists fought in the Place de
la Republique from May 6 until 15,
where we also fought alongside mem-
bers of Committees in Solidarity with
Syria in France against defenders of
Al-Assad who were in the square. 

The reader could also find inter-
ventions of our correspondents in this

issue, where we publish a report on
May 15 about the International Con-
ference convened by Nuit Debout, as
well as our interventions at the Gene-
ral Assembly in the Republic Square
that day and on 6th and 11th May.
And we also reproduce the various
motions of struggle that our corres-
pondents presented in meetings of
Nuit Debout on the Paris square on
behalf of the "International Network
for the Freedom of Political prisoners
in the world"; the Leon Sedov Bri-
gade and the Committees for Syria of
San Pablo and Buenos Aires; and
from the movement of revolutionary
black workers in South Africa and
from Zimbabwe’s WIL.

In Ukraine the revolution and counter-revolution face each other and the Stalinists’ fifth-column acts
by shooting revolutionaries in the back like yesterday it did in the 1930s in the Spanish civil war 

While in Athens and the Spanish State are conditions still latent for revolutionary new offensives
and clashes between the classes… this French May brings new fresh air to East Europe)

In Ukraine, the Communists parties
which yesterday sold out the USSR to
imperialism today submitted the wor-
king class of the Donbass to “Novoros-
siya’s” bourgeoisie and divided the
country on Obama and Putin’s Minsk
Covenant. 
A tricky "ceasefire" agreed in

Minsk ended up saving the bourgeoisie
of Kiev and the IMF which controls
and loots the entire Ukraine through
the Government of Poroshenko. The
fact is the masses of the Donbass had
militarily imposed over them; and this
was so because Kiev’s workers had re-
fused to fight against their brethren the
miners from the East, and to join the
fascist Army… It was necessary for the
bourgeoisie and imperialism to submit
the Donbass working class to the "anti-
imperialist" and "democratic" bourge-
oisie of Lugansk and Donetsk, namely
oligarchs of the same size as Poros-
henko, Yanukovych or gangs of bandits
and assassins paid for by imperialism
like Putin and Medvedev of the "great
Russia". 

None of this would have been pos-
sible if Europe's Stalinist parties had

not commanded "internationalist vo-
lunteers" to Ukraine. They supported
Putin plundering that stole Crimea, the
partition of Ukraine and the division
among the working class of that
country that threatened to put in place
the Councils of workers and soldiers.
They must explain why since their arri-
val in the Donbass all the heads of the
brigades and militia were killed who
refused to abide by these agreements
of Minsk. And they must also explain
why independent militias were dissol-
ved and submitted to the bourgeoisie
of the Donbass and its regular army.  

This new French May is a gust of
fresh air helping to break the chains of
the treacherous addresses that subject
the spark of Athens. The power strug-
gle by the working class in France, the
combat for the Commune, is the large
flag in Greece to defeat the Govern-
ment of class collaboration of Syriza
and for the Greek rebel youth to colla-
borate with the labor movement in bre-
aking the control that Stalinism exerts
upon it. The struggle for the Paris
Commune is the same battle cry of
workers of Ukraine and its slogan

"Let’s make the USSR come again!" to
take steps towards a single worker and
socialist revolution from Portugal to
the Russian steppes.

Along with this we are also witnes-
sing the awakening of the Russian wor-
king class, which has begun a wave of
strikes against Putin, the Hitman of im-
perialism. The Russian proletariat
has embarked to the cry of "Putin,
bourgeois, your days are numbered!"
and with regard to the May 1 comme-
moration in Russia, a date in which the
Russian CP held a joint event with Pu-
tin’s party. This is the same CP that
along with the rest of the Stalinist
Communist parties of Europe - all of
them also part of the "new left", all
supported by the Renegades of Trots-
kyism- went to Ukraine to act as fifth-
column and drown that cry of "Let’s
make the USSR come again!" They
were the same Communist parties that
sold out the Soviet Union, the workers
States in East Europe, and China to the
Citibank, Reagan, Thatcher and the fi-
nancial oligarchy of the City of Lon-
don and Wall Street.
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In Syria all treacherous leaderships of the world working class show their true face
The Syrian revolution: a bloody revolution a thousand times betrayed…

A revolution that does not surrender

If somewhere in the world this
"new left" shows its true face it is in
Syria. This "democratic" left traveled
twice to Tunisia, to meetings of the
World Social Forum (WSF), which
proclaimed that the "enemy was the
ISIS" and thus comes supporting 5
years the brutal genocide, massacre
and extermination perpetrated by filthy
Dog Bashar together with Putin, under
the leadership of Obama, against the
heroic Syrian revolutionary masses. 

In these pages the reader will find
the latest hot facts of the Syrian issue
that continues into the center stage of
the global class struggle. At the end of
April, on the eve of the “International
Day of the Workers", an attack of ex-
termination began on Aleppo, the bas-
tion of the resistance, demonstrating
the "ceasefire" farce of Assad, Putin
and Obama agreed at the Geneva Con-
ference. 1,000 bombs were dropped
there in less than 48 hours, destroying
everything in their path. This May 1
was dyed red with the color of the
blood of the "Martyrs of Chicago
today", namely the martyred Syrian
masses and their more than 500,000
dead and 10 million refugees… Thou-
sands and thousands people won the
streets of major cities of the world -as

Berlin, Stockholm, Washington, New
York, etc.- against the massacre in
Aleppo. 

Counter-revolutionary attack in
Syria continued and this time it was a
refugee camp inside Syria, called Sar-
mada, the target of Al-Assad, who
bombed without mercy men, women
and children living in tents in the de-
sert. This aroused hatred among the
Syrian resistance which ended up bre-
aking the fence to the working-class

neighborhoods South of Aleppo and
waged a huge defeat to the mercenary
troops of Assad and Putin, so recove-
ring the town of Khan Al Touman. 

Leon Sedov Brigade reports from
Aleppo resistance the battle of Khan
Al Touman. They explain the enor-
mous meaning for the resistance of
the defeat of Dog Bashar in that city
and the breaking of the siege to
Aleppo. 

In Latin America, this May 1 two barricades were expressed

In the Latin American sub-conti-
nent on one side there are the Castro
brothers and the "Bolivarians", suppor-
ted by left by the Renegades of Trots-
kyism. On the other side, at the
barricade of the revolution, we Trots-
kyists are fighting along with the van-
guard of the working class of
Venezuela, Bolivia, Argentina, Chile…

In Latin America, this May 1 the
"new left" - as the Brazilian PSOL, the
PTS of Argentina with its collateral of-

fices in other countries, etc. - has been
defending "real democracy" in Brazil
together with the Castro brothers and
all Latin American Stalinists. They are
now hung to the coattails of the PT and
Dilma’s bourgeois fraction, as we will
show later.

This May 1 the "new left" has pla-
ced itself in the trenches opposite to the
advanced US and Latin American wor-
king class fights. They stayed on the
opposite sidewalk in front of workers

of SIDOR and the hunger uprisings
that have begun in Venezuela against
the fierce attacks by Maduro.
They showed their cold shoulder,

from the opposite barricade, to the in-
dustrial workers of La Paz, Bolivia that
in their thousands won the streets on
May 1 and today fighting against the
sell-out of the bureaucracy of the COB
and burning the pictures of Morales,
the workers’ enemy in public bonfire.
They were together with the Bachelet
Government and the traitors of the

Al Assad and Putin
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CUT union bureaucracy in Chile,
going to her Act on May 1 (as did the
Chilean section of the PTS), while in
the South of Chile fishermen and Chi-
loé Island exploited in revolt were figh-
ting against her Government and the
TNCs. In Argentina, they were legisla-
ting, churning bills together with the
Kirchnerite bourgeoisie, showing their
rears to the working class, which has
begun a tough resistance against the
Government of Macri and the most ad-
vanced sectors of which are fighting in
Santa Cruz and Tierra del Fuego,
where 23 coordinated trade unions are
already carrying on more than 80 days
of strike.

In this paper we present the spe-
cial section "Echoes of May Day",
where you can find our Declaration
on what happened in Latin America
this ''International Workers Day",
with articles about Argentina, Chile,
Peru and Bolivia. All those articles
point out these two opposite barrica-
des opened in the Americas, confron-
ting reformism to the fighters of the
Fourth International. 

It has been shown that the Renega-
des of Trotskyism in Latin America are
accompanying old WSF to its grave
while it is withdrawing the historical
scene, whitewash it and put new-style
outfits on the "new left" that as Syriza,
PODEMOS or European Stalinism, are
responsible for strangling the revolu-

tionary upheavals of the Greek, Ukrai-
nian and Spanish State’s working class
and also the new uprising of the French
workers and youth.

The WSF is not more credible to
the masses. Its members have sold out
and expropriated every revolutionary
fight staged by the exploited masses of
the world and support the counter-re-
volutionary genocide of Al-Assad in
Syria and many more. The Castroes
have just given out Cuba to imperia-
lism, are giving out the Colombian re-
sistance and Chavez's supporters and
all the "Bolivarian" are violently attac-

king the working class of their respec-
tive countries. 

The reformist left has been "re-
novated" to continue saving capita-
lism in bankruptcy. While
imperialism goes for everything, and
has declared war on the working
class and the exploited of the world,
when it attacks without mercy the
conquests of the workers, the "new
left" proclaims the struggle for a
"real democracy"… They are a few
vile swindlers looking once more to
numb the struggle of the exploited
and expropriate their combat.

Like yesterday in Greece and Ukraine, and today in France,
In Brazil all the perfidious policy of class collaboration concentrates of the "new left",

constituted by Stalinists and Renegades to the Fourth International 

We also present the first
statements of the FLTI against
fraud and smoke-selling by
reformist left about an alleged
"coup" in Brazil, which the reader
will find in this issue of IWO.
In Brazil all forces of Stalinism and

the Renegades of the Fourth internatio-
nal have concentrated to support one of
the bourgeois fractions today in mis-
fortune, that for years was the largest
guarantor of the business of the trans-

nationals and imperialism in Brazil,
such as the PT Government of Lula-
Dilma with Temer’s PMDB, a party
which in time collaborated with Bra-
zil’s 1964-1985 military dictatorship.

As we show in this IWO, it is alre-
ady extremely clear what imperialism
makes today in Brazil is selecting the
best of the executioners, who is able to
implement its plan against the masses
and defend its interests and business.

In Brazil a fierce economic crisis
has begun. Imperialism comes to dis-
cipline all the bourgeois native gangs
that have taken "undue returns" from
the huge financial investment by the
imperialist bankers in Brazil. It comes
to disciplining both the gang of the PT
in the Government and the "opposi-
tion" which from the Parliament has
pushed the Impeachment against
Dilma and stir up the middle classes

Syria: Bombings in Aleppo 
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We present this material then from
the Committee for the Re-foundation
of the Fourth International / FLTI. We
do so in a decisive moment for the
world working class, since in current
conditions, new processes of radicali-
zation are developing with the masses
rotating on the left, marking an angle
of 180 degrees in relation to the policy
and program of their reformist lea-
derships. 

Thousands of young people and
workers in Europe face, as in Greece,
left smoke-vendors of Syriza, suffer in
the prisons of that infamous regime of
the Troika, and collide with the Stali-
nist trade union bureaucracy, the same
as the French working class does
today and the youth already proclai-
ming they want to be citizen of the
Paris Commune. 

Foci of vanguard of the working
class in Latin America, under extre-
mely harsh conditions of imperialist
offensive, collide with the "Bolivarian"
Governments in their decline, as does
the Venezuelan working class and its
vanguard, SIDOR workers, or the Bo-
livian industrial workers of La Paz
fighting against the traitors of the COB
bureaucracy and against the Govern-
ment of Morales.
US youth and the movement for $

15 is a break already opened with U.S.
imperialist Democratic Party of mur-
derer and starver Obama, who has had
to send that fake Socialist who is San-
ders, to prevent the working class from

breaking with the regime of the "Repu-
blicrats".
In South Africa the Stalinist control

of trade unions breaks, as the condi-
tions mature for the Russian and Chi-
nese working class flare in the class
struggle in the middle of the doldrums
of the current economic crisis.
A new period of counter - refor-

mism has been opened. If the old WSF
took decades to unmasking before the
masses after the sellout of China and
the USSR by Stalinism; today under
the conditions of the global crash and
the scourge of the capital, the cheating
by treacherous leaderships and this re-
formism without reform, will last just

for a few months.  Our task as Trots-
kyists, the task of revolutionary socia-
lism is to participate in those thousand-
and -one attempts of the vanguard of
the working class and youth who strug-
gle to unite their fights at the interna-
tional level and are breaking here and
there the fence that these treacherous
leaderships build around them to iso-
late them one by one. 

Our struggle to rebuild the Fourth
International is in the combats of the
heroic resistance of the Syrian working
class, from where greetings and calls
to a common struggle are sent to the
workers and youth in the Place de la

Under the banners of the Fourth International! 
Let's put up an internationalist fraction of the global working class to recuperate for the
exploited masses of the world the revolutionary leadership they deserve to win the victory!

against her Government. 

To select the strongest Government
that it may have at hand, imperialism
uses bourgeois justice, the Parliament
and the Constitution of the ' 88, with
which Brazil’s half-democratic, half-
Bonapartist regime is run. There is not
any coup. In any case, there is a scram-

ble among bourgeois gangs to see
which of them controls the business.

The own Dilma accepted the "coup
against her" and has 180 days ahead to
defend herself.  
The imperialism policy then will

win whatever the result: Dilma, res-
pectful of the Constitution, accepts the

Impeachment and stays at its disposal
if her Vice President, PMDB’s Temer
fails in his attempt to violently attac-
king the masses. And if none of them
succeeds, there will be new early elec-
tions. But if the masses burst into this
crisis, there will be a front among all
the bourgeois factions to crush them. A
coup? Don’t kid me!

Youth fighting in the streets of France against labour reform
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Republique in Paris, to the Greek Re-
volutionary Youth, to the workers in
Tierra del Fuego.

Our place of combat is alongside
the Palestinian resistance and priso-
ners, and next to the exploited masses
of the Spanish State and its prisoners,
upon whose shoulders PODEMOS’
smoke vendors would build their poli-
tical career getting on their knees be-
fore the Bourbon monarchy. 
We are fighting together with the

Ukrainian resistance to break the
Minsk agreement as well as the Ge-
neva Conventions which in the Middle
East are coverage to invade Yemen,
massacre the Palestinian nation, invade
Libya and continue supporting filthy
Dog Bashar. 

We fight against Putin, the Hitman
of imperialism in Syria and in the Don-
bass. And we charge him and all his
Stalinist thugs with the responsibility
for the scandalous murder of all those
who have opposed to subduing the
Donbass working class at the foot of
the oligarchs of Lugansk and Donetsk

We strive for the restoration of the
dictatorship of the proletariat under re-
volutionary ways, there where the Sta-
linist scourge gave the worker States to
the bourgeoisie and imperialism.  
We fight with Latin American mas-

ses to regain Cuba that was given out
to imperialism by the new bourgeois
gang of the Castro brothers. 

We fight with the workers of
SIDOR and the industrial workers of
La Paz. We revolt together with the

Marikana workers against the Stalinist
bureaucracy of COSATU in South
Africa. We are fighting together with
the workmen and women of Tierra del
Fuego in Argentina. 

We make ours the demand for $15
an hour minimum wage for American
workers. With their family, we are loo-
king around the world for the 43 disap-
peared teaching school students in
Mexico. We have offered our martyrs
in the revolutions of the Maghreb and
the Middle East. 

We arrived at the rebel Paris to lift
along with the battle-hardened van-
guard of the French working class and
youth, the fighting flag for bringing
back the Paris Commune. 

We are fighting under the banners
of the Fourth International and for re-
founding an internationalist movement
of the world proletariat.  
To do so, we know that we must de-

feat all the treacherous leaderships that
subject the working class to its own

bourgeoisie country-by-country. We
are convinced that the labor movement
will do much of this task, as it is doing
now when breaking the barriers of con-
tainment set up by reformism and ta-
king steps forward in its fight.

It is our duty to help untie the
masses’ hands, to call them to put up
bodies of self-organization, self-de-
termination and direct democracy,
suitable for combat and for getting rid
of all the Union bureaucracies and
treacherous leaderships.

In this battle we’ll never hesitate to
tell the truth to the masses: if the So-
cialist Revolution does not succeed,
there is no possible victory either in the
United States, or in France, in Greece,
in enslaved Africa, in martyred China,
in  subdued Latin America; and all con-
quests of today will be irretrievably
lost if we do not take power.  
We are fighting under the banners

of the Fourth International, under the
flags of the Socialist Revolution. •

Demonstration on May 12th: police repression

Republic Square
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After the government announced on
May 10 that it would adopt by a bill
a reform of the labor code, workers

and militant youth went massively to the
streets today, May 12. Although the CGT
union confederation with more influence,
did not call the strike, workers sectors im-
posed and attended the demonstration
called by the Inter-Union of worker and
student exchanges. Tens of thousands
took the streets despite the rain and dur-
ing working hours as workers from differ-
ent sectors as the car, construction, rail,
post, education, health, trade, press,
housekeepers, domestic and house wife.

Thousands of university and high
school students, even the most precarious
sectors of youth, also attended the
demonstration and were the vanguard of
the struggle, confronting the police for at-
tacking the symbols crudest of exploita-

tion: banks, ie the financial capital, as a
protest against all that is denied and all
that is imposed on them by this rotten
system. When these young people
grouped in the MILI (Inter-Struggles Inde-
pendent Movement) showed their anger
against the facades of banks that make
fortunes and riot police "CRS" attacked
them, the march shouting "respect our
right to demonstrate".

At the demonstration, it was heard the
chants against the law, the government,
politicians and capitalists. "They are not
undocumented, are not immigrants, not
refugees: it is the capitalists that cost us
dearly!" that war cry sound among the
columns of the demonstration, showing
solidarity among the ranks of the working
class.

Meanwhile, in the National Assembly a

circus was developed to deceive the
masses. Prime Minister M. Valls, an-
nounced the May 10 that would make use
of Article 49.3 of the constitution to pass
the labor reform law without a vote of par-
liament. On May 11, Socialist Party
deputies "critical" of the government and
the bill presented a motion of censure to
prevent the use of Article 49.3. But it did
not get the necessary votes to place that
resource should be given to censorship.
The next day, the right (Republican, UDI,
NF) also presented the motion of censure.
But as the deputies of the Socialist Party
"critical" that motion did not vote with the
right, neither had enough votes... The law
is therefore approved by decree. It was a
treacherous farce. They filed a motion on
different days, each block of deputies did
not vote the motion of the other block be-
cause everyone knows that the French
bosses need to attack the working class.

Between the general strike of March 31 and the new demonstration of the working class and the youth
against the attacks to their conquest

The president Hollande with a bill and the Bonapartist
authority given by the imperialist 5th Republic imposes the law
that destroys the 35-hour workweek shift of the working class

The masses take the Street while the boss politicians set up a scene in the 
parliament to legitimize the attack 

May 12, 2016FRANCE

The fight is in the streets. General Strike!

For the defeat of the Khomri Law, out with Hollande! Out with the 5th Republic!
They are the representatives of the imperialist Maastricht that attacks the European working class

Demonstration on May 12th
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Thus, the law passed quickly and the
deputies pose of democratic than "fight"
against the "undemocratic" decree.

Against all this, the left currents as the
NPA argue that "the government deserves
social censorship." What are they talking
about? Can they explain the left of the
regime how the "society" in general can do
this censorship? Does "society", which ex-
ploited the sector is not represented in
parliament, will censor the transnational
companies who run it? Stop confusing the
workers. There is nothing to "censor". It is
necessary to defeat the BRUTAL ATTACK
ON THE WORKING CLASS and their con-
quests. We must set up the bodies of self-
determination of the working class and
militant youth where the majority ex-
ploited of the population have real power
to decide on their struggle.

Hollande’s government attacked
the exploited masses of France
as it does merciless and with its
weapons the oppressed nations
to which plunder

The presidential power emanating
from the French imperialist Constitution
gives the president -such which an em-
peror full powers of veto, as well as to
enact laws via central decrees. The same
authority has even to command the armed
forces to invade and plunder countries to
manage and appoint consuls in the "over-
seas territories" (ie in their colonies) to
represent at international level corpora-
tions transnational and French imperialist
bankers and even to modify laws and self-
given the power of the legislature. A true
Bonapartist Constitution, i.e., a democracy
for the rich and slavers, commanding the
imperialist transnational companies and
bankers.

French imperialism, in the morass of
the world crisis, in the middle of European
stagnation and being in trade disputes
with the rest of the imperialist powers for
the plundering of the planet, you need to
impose a ferocious attack on the con-
quests of the working class, put it knees,
enslave even more in the factories. What
they are doing is make a sweat-shop
France. We are facing a full attack to
work and wages and real Toyotization of
the French economy.

The French worker who saw from far

away the enslavement of Chinese workers,
now have it at home ... French Workers
before also looked from far the immigrant
workers under poor conditions who made
the worst jobs in the imperialist France
and are left out by the unions and the
worker bureaucracy and aristocracy. Now
the French working class will work under
those "immigrant conditions ".

The Atlantic Pact between USA and
Maastricht, lifting their customs barriers
in Europe with US imperialism, imposed
on all European imperialist bourgeoisies
and to France in particular, which should
increase the productivity of labor and slav-
ery of its own working class. There will
only be a tought competition from the
transnational companies by its location in
the different branches of production in a
market of 800 million inhabitants that is
what will stand with the agreement be-
tween US and Maastricht the so called "At-
lantic Treaty".

The attack on the Greek masses and
other minor bankrupt imperialist countries
like Italy, Spain or Portugal, is no excep-
tion. Now it is up to France to lead the at-
tack on the working class. While Syriza
continues to brutally attack the exploited
in Greece, Hollande is not far behind with
its own proletariat, nor do the Bourbons
in the Spanish State or Merkel with the
German working class, which has reduced
25% of wages.

A new round of world crisis is on the
way, while the imperialist Europe remains
in a brutal stalemate, with its bankers and
transnational companies, they have al-
ready recovered the losses of 2008,
throwing all the burden of the crises to the
masses and going to new adventures for
looting and plundering to the oppressed
world.

A new attack is underway. The French
working class is fighting. Their leadership
is an absolute obstacle preventing work-
ers to attack the capitalists.

The French bosses do not give
up and are available to negotiate
nothing

The French working class facing
a decisive fight 

So in this attack there is no way back.
The union bureaucracies and social-impe-
rialist parties made the masses believe in
the puppet parliament of the 5th Republic
of the French imperialist transnational
companies could stop such an attack.
Then the trade union bureaucracy has led
the enormous forces deployed by the
working class and the French youth to
pressure the Parliament did not vote the
Khomri law. This is tantamount to asking
the fox that chickens will not eat.

The French bosses had already de-
clared that it was not willing to negotiate
one iota of that law. And all political parties
that office of transnational companies
which is the Parliament is passing by law.
As we said, there was a majority who
claimed to be against it as a fraction of
deputies of the Socialist Party, the Na-
tional Front and smaller groups, but never
got together to vote on the motion of cen-
sure to prevent law-decree taken by Hol-
lande. A real scam to fool the workers and
numb their struggle.

Since this new attack started, workers
and youth and potential enormous forces
were deployed in the streets. So we saw
in the days of struggle and the general
strike of March 31, in the uprising of youth
last march today. It was felt the hatred and
anger in the streets against Hollande and
the law.

Workers have understood from his
own experience that the bourgeoisie
comes to all and are facing a decisive bat-
tle that nothing was prepared by the lead-
erships of the working class.

It was the bourgeoisie that broke the
"social peace" and declared war on the
workers. There will be no output if the
French working class is not declared war
and prepares for decisive clashes to
fight against the bourgeoisie and kneel
it down. 

Netanyahu, Hollande and Merkel
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The social imperialist left, this "new
left" of Syriza, of the "dissidents" of Syriza,
the Stalinists batters of the Left Front in
France, the PODEMOS of the Spanish
State, supported by NPA and other rene-
gades of Trotskyism, left ran quickly to
Paris to liquidate the revolutionary content
of the workers and young people who
camped in the Square of the Republic.
They went there to tell them that the strug-
gle was for "real democracy". It is already
proven that this is real imperialist bour-
geois democracy!

They went to tell that it is possible to
stop the bill without defeating Hollande
and the infamous regime of the imperialist
transnational company, who need that
Khomri Act like a fish needs water to
breathe.

They wanted to make French workers
and youth believe they are as "citizens" to
stop the attack. This was criminal. A
worker as a "citizen" or as an individual is
a slave who kneeling before the foreman
and the capitalist. A worker can only be
free organized in unions, in a factory com-
mittee, in a demonstration in the streets.

These leaderships, with its line of "real
democracy" only tried to separate the
French rebellious youth which will be the
new generation of slaves in the factories
of the capitalists, the working class who
is fighting now.

They claims in the Square de la Re-
publique in Paris fighting for a supposed
"real democracy" and said it is conquered
with "binding plebiscites." This would be a
bad joke if it will not mean a tragedy for
the masses. "Taming" and "control" the im-
perialists of the French multinational with
a plebiscite? Stop lying! Hollande took the
law by decree! And in Parliament, the sup-
posed "opposition" that most had not
gathered for "censoring".

Let’s ask Syriza what is the use of
plebiscites. The government of Syriza did
one last a year in Greece. The same was
binding because it was called by them.
Syriza won it and then handed it Syriza.
Enough to fool the masses! The capital-
ists, their government and their state must
be defeated on the streets, on the barri-
cades, the revolutionary general strike,
with workers' councils, with the method
of the proletarian revolution in the way the
May French.

The "real democracy" touting proved a
antidemocratic fiasco in the Republic
Square in Paris. The "real democracy"

proved to be even more antidemocratic
than exists in the vertical unions led by
Stalinism. They spend hours doing dis-
cussions, commissions to solve nothing.
Make resolutions proposals and take them
to the meetings only if they are taken by
chance. A babble of "freedom and democ-
racy" that is to destroy the fighting tenden-
cies for a new Paris Commune that had
posed the struggle day of the French
working class on March 31.

This leadership, as the trade union bu-
reaucracy did, went to stop in Paris the
possibility of Tahrir Square, where the
Egypt demands unified at the war cry of:
"We want bread! We want the fall of the
regime!"

The same is posed in France since the
bourgeoisie launched this brutal attack:
Let’s defend the workers' and youth con-
quest! We want the fall of the regime of
the 5th French imperialist Republic!

The reformist leaderships speaking
about a "real democracy" in France are
not even consistent democrats, because
they do not call to defeat the 5th Bona-
partist imperialist Republic of France.

They make the masses lose two
months. A decisive struggle was not pre-
pared and the government hit hard. The
employer knows that going around. The
working class and the French revolution-
ary youth need to set up a leadership that
is at the level of the fight that they are al-
ready giving and necessary to defeat the
capitalists and their government.

The government, the infamous regime
of the 5th Republic and the attack of the
capitalists are not the "censorship" as the
NPA speaks peacefully and romantically to
make a "social censorship" against Hol-

lande. Come on! Who these people laugh
at? To the government and the regime of
the imperialist Republic, it is necessary to
defeat them! We must take steps to revo-
lutionary actions of the masses in the
streets!

The masses must defeat the attack of
the capitalists, the government and the
regime, which is what the French working
class leadership is not willing to do. We
must organize and prepare a decisive
struggle.

The French working class has a
powerful ally: the European, USA
and oppressed workers

It is necessary to unify the
forces to defeat the attack of the
capitalist! 

There are plenty of forces to wage this
battle: the French working class in defense
of labor and against the attack of their
conquests has a huge ally that is the work-
ing class of Maastricht Europe and
throughout Eastern Europe.

Facing the bill of Hollande is part of the
struggle for the defeat of fourth memoran-
dum of Greece, labor demand for all
against unemployment and hunger in the
Spanish State, against wage decreased
Merkel, against the sinking of work and
job insecurity in England, against dis-
missal, the attack on wages and pensions
across the continent, against the brutal fall
of wages and looting of Eastern Europe,
whose countries like Ukraine, Poland, Ro-
mania, etc., have become in true republics
led by the IMF. Bankruptcy begins in Rus-
sia threatens to chronic starvation lead to
the exploited in this country who is bru-

Assembly of Nuit Debout at the Paliament - Paris
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tally persecuted by Putin, the hit man of
imperialism...

The bourgeoisie of imperialist Maas-
tricht centralizes its attack. The working
class must centralize its response in a sin-
gle fight and war command from Portugal
to the Russian steppes. If it does not that
it is because the bureaucracy of trade
unions, acting as policemen to the interior
of the labor movement is preventing them
from unifying their ranks within each
country and at both European and inter-
national level. 

It would suffice with unions of the
Spanish State, of the French working class
in struggle, Greek workers, had called all
their class brethren of the continent to ini-
tiate and coordinate a large struggle to
conquer the wages of German workers, to
have a working week of 35 hours for all,
to recover the pension and a retirement at
age 55.

Such an appeal to the unification of the
struggle for these demands, would mean
a decisive combat of the powerful Euro-
pean working class against capital,
transnational corporations and the Europe
of Maastricht Treaty. This is what the labor
aristocracy prevents as it defends its priv-
ileges maintained with coins that fall from
the table of the transnational imperialists
feasting with the super-profits from the
looting of the colonial and semi-colonial
world.

There will be no life for the working
class of Europe as long as imperialist
Maastricht is alive, which, together with
the IMF, plunders the peoples of East Eu-
rope and enslaves its workers. And it
cannot overcome until it does not put at
its head an internationalist revolutionary
leadership that breaks the encirclement
that the treacherous present leaderships
have imposed to the revolutionary
processes as in Greece, Ukraine and the
own France. As well as in bloody Syria,
where Al Assad the killer does the "dirty
work" for Obama, the Merkel, Hollande
and all imperialist butchers.

From the NuitDebout movement of the
Square of the Republic a call was issued
to all workers of the world to a day of in-
ternational struggle on May 15. It was
raised to do - and was not done- an appeal
to all trade unions and worker organiza-
tions in Europe, to coordinate a plan of
action and a General Strike across the

continent against the Europe of Maas-
tricht and in favor of the peoples en-
slaved by the imperialist powers in the
world.

If the 8-hour workday was conquered
by the working class with General strikes
around the world, how anybody could
think to defend the 35-hour workweek
without a widespread struggle by all the
European working class? 

The social-imperialist left and Union
bureaucracies hurried to put out the fire
so Paris not turns a spark that can ignite
Europe, as years ago Athens did. All these
leaderships do is to submit the working
class to their "democratic" executioners in
each country. 

The only class that can unite all those
who fight against imperialism and 1% of
parasites in the world is the working class,
which is suffering exploitation by that 1%
and can hit those parasites accurately. The
world working class is having a common
demand to fight on poverty wages, lay-
offs, chronic unemployment and the high
cost of living in the world. The 1% of par-
asites can only be defeated by the work-
ing-class and their allies, the popular
sectors ruined and impoverished in the
countryside and the city. 

The most immediate task is to move
along the path of socialist revolution, the
’68 French May and the Paris Commune.
Everything else is a vile deception and a lie. 

Revolutionary Greece is the proof,
today enclosed and a thousand times be-
trayed by the Stalinist trade union bureau-
cracy and this infamous Syriza, left jailers
of rebellious youth, which applies the
worst plans of hunger and slavery, as
guarantor of the businesses of Greek
bankers and their partners of the Bundes-
bank and the Morgan banking.

Out with Maastricht! A single class,
the same enemy, a single struggle from
Portugal to the Russian steppes! 

For a Continental Command of all
trade unions and workers organizations
for fighting! 

We must prepare one fight, a single
continent-wide General strike! 

Let's expropriate capitalists and
bankers without compensation and
under workers control!... We must ex-
propriate the expropriators of the
people! 

Let's return to the cry of the armed
miners in Donbass: "Come again the
USSR"!

The French and European working
class can only move forward in defeating
the attack of the capitalists, if tying their
fate to the struggle of the working class
and oppressed people that their own im-
perialist bourgeoisies oppress and loot.

The American working class comes
paying for the counter-revolutionary of-
fensive of US imperialism in the world
with one of the gravest crises in its his-
tory. U.S. workers are paying with hunger,
unemployment and job losses as it has
not seen since the ' 30s US invasion of
Iraq and Afghanistan and its control be-
hind the scenes of the massacres in Syria,
Libya, Yemen and against rebelling
Ukrainian masses in the Donbass... Today
millions of working Americans rise up in
fights for $15 hour. That struggle against
Wall Street parasites is the same combat
as against the butchers of the French Fifth
Republic and Maastricht. It is the same
struggle and demand by all of the Euro-
pean and world working class. The fight
for 35 hours work-week to end unemploy-
ment and slave work is a demand of all the
oppressed in the world. The combat of the
French working class is a combat of the
international working class. 

Hollande’s pacts with Zionism to plun-
der Middle East, and with Putin, whom he
sells state-of-the art technology for Russ-
ian military apparatus, are pushing impe-
rialist France to war and plundering of
oppressed peoples. They drag it to mili-
tary invasions as in Mali and a fierce trade
war for the markets, pushing France more
and more to get a new mass of surplus
value and exploit its working class with
thousand times greater intensity.

To liberate itself the French working
class needs to defeat the imperialist Fifth
Republic. The fate the latter holds for
French workers is the same it guarantees
to their slaves of the semi-colonies and

The figth for 15 dollars in EE.UU.
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colonies. "The enemy is at home!" should
be the cry of the workers of the imperialist
powers. Thus they will conquer huge
forces in the colonial and semi-colonial
world that will support their fight against
their Governments. 

The French working class does
not have at its head the
leadership it deserves

The attack of the capitalists is
already here. Reformism without
reforms has been caught
between the whip of capital that
comes for all, and the enormous
predisposition of the masses to
the struggle 

The French working class has mas-
sive forces. What it does not have is a
leadership that matches the level of the
decisive struggle that the attack of the
capitalists has raised. 

It would suffice with a firm workers’
call demanding withdrawal of France from
Mali, Chad and all the peoples of Africa
that the Fifth Republic enslaves and plun-
ders with its military bases and bloody
massacres; it would suffice with a call to
defeat the Zionist State of Israel and the
counter-revolutionary agreement that Hol-
lande keeps with this spurious State that
crushes the Palestinian masses; it would
suffice with the firm resolve of the French
working class to finish with murderous Al
- Assad and with NATO, the policeman of
the interests of imperialism in the world;
it would suffice with a call to ignore the
foreign debts by means of which the Paris
Club and IMF plunder all oppressed peo-
ples... and millions of exploited around the
world would be standing next to the work-
men of France today fighting in the en-
trails of imperialism.

The labor aristocracy and Union bu-
reaucracies have subdued the French pro-
letariat to imperialist Maastricht and the
Fifth Republic. Not even the massive
forces of the working class in France have
been organized; both the labor aristocracy
and the union bureaucrats are not inter-
ested in doing that. Youth that is now at-
tacked very harshly by this law and which
will be enslaved in their first job, have al-
ready won the streets and through the

worker-student unity they have begun to
recreate the conditions for a new ‘68
French May. But the majority of non-Union
workers have not yet entered the fight, be-
cause they have not been organized, start-
ing in the first place with the immigrants
and the sans-papiers, which are left to
their fate by the bureaucracy of trade
unions though today are a fundamental
and key factor for the triumph of the com-
bat that has begun because French impe-
rialists’ policy is that all the working
class has to be as an immigrant in
France.

To stop this we must make the immi-
grants stand up and organize, and also the
outsourced and undocumented workers.
They are the heart of the French working
class and the fundamental forces that
workers have so to overcome and defeat
in the streets the Union bureaucracies and
working-class autocracies that bind them
hands and prevent them from fighting a
decisive struggle against their oppressors. 

Open the way to the paperless! Open
the way to immigrant workers! Open the
way to refugees! Open the way to the
youth of the cités!

For years, the exploited youth of the
cités -the neighborhoods surrounding
Paris, was taken to a brutal and general-
ized unemployment as a by-product of the
layoffs and restructuring of French
transnationals. Young working-class peo-
ple of the cités fought like the young
Greeks to the cry of “Every night we will
make Paris a new Baghdad!" 

In this latest mobilization, thousands
and thousands of young people from high
schools and colleges marched with a ban-
ner saying: “We are all vandals, we all
break everything". In fact, let's break and

destroy the French Fifth Republic! 

It is about preparing a decisive fight.
The working class, the youth and their
more advanced and insightful elements
should be setting up a staff that really
wants to lead a combat to defeat the Gov-
ernment, the regime and the state of the
capitalists and prompting at each step
bodies of self-determination and self-or-
ganization of the masses to make them
which decide the course of action in the
fight. The exploited -even in their spon-
taneity are a million times cleverer than
the opportunistic old leaderships of the
working class that are sunk in their con-
servatism and prostration. 

We must unite the workers’ ranks and
this will be done under a revolutionary
program that matches the level of the at-
tack and the profit-voracity of the capital-
ists and their Government.  

Out with the bureaucracy and the labor
aristocracy from trade unions and mass
organizations for struggle!

Reformism has been cornered by the
whip of the capital which does not give
peace and because the reformists already
cannot pass the alms as "reforms". It has
become clear that to defeat Khomri Act it
is necessary to defeat Hollande and ad-
vance in a huge revolutionary political
struggle of the masses in the streets. All
those who speak of "real democracy" are
just vile charlatans who want to prevent
the revolutionary masses from crushing
French imperialist Fifth Republic.

Reformism is no alternative for the ex-
ploited. Either the whip of capital or a new
’68 French May. Reformism is preparing

Refugees in Idomeni - Greece
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conditions for the first option. We revolu-
tionary Socialists, Trotskyists of the
Fourth International, are calling to fight to
prepare and organize a victorious French
May. 

We must unify the French
working class and revolutionary
Youth in the footsteps of ’68
French May!
Down with Hollande and the
Fifth Republic! Down with
Khomri Act! 
For a Revolutionary General
Strike!

We must organize a great fight. We
should unite and organize the vast major-
ity of the workers and the people of France
who are being attacked by 1% of parasites
-bankers and transnationals, which are the
true owners of the French Fifth Republic
and today seek to strangle the workers. 

To defeat Khomri Act, we must defeat
Hollande! Let's break with all parties of the
bourgeoisie and their pippet Parliament!

French employers said they would not
negotiate anything... Now it is the working
class which should raise and say: we do
not negotiate anything! We disavow the
law! Out with Hollande! In order to defeat
Khomri Act, we want now the fall of the
regime and the Government!

Imperialist transnationals and bandits
only give something when they realize
they are on the verge of losing it all. And
this "all" is its ownership of the means of
production, with which they exploit work-
ers and loot the world.

Stop all chatter about "democratizing"
and "improving" the regime of French im-
perialist butchers and Maastricht made of
1% of parasites who loot the planet!  

Those at the top deserve to endure a
revolutionary French May! 

Those in the bottom are entitled to
conquer a new Paris Commune! 

For committees of factory, of immi-
grants, of sans-papiers, colleges, facul-
ties! A single class, the same fight! 

Let's put in place a Worker Parliament
with direct democracy, recallable dele-
gates with mandate of unions, immi-

grants, factory committees and immi-
grants without papers, of the precarious
and unemployed, of schools and faculties,
to centralize all the forces of the 99% of
society against the 1% of parasites and
thus conquer the real democracy of the
exploited!

The Place de la Republique has to be
transformed in Tahrir Square, in 2011 rev-
olutionary Syria, in rebellious Tunisia and
Libya. The cry cannot be other than: "The
people want the fall of the regime!"  

Out with Hollande and imperialist Fifth
Republic! Revolutionary General Strike!
Down with the Parliament of the imperial-
ist transnationals!

The Government of Hollande and
France’s employers prepared these condi-
tions to attack French working class and
youth: they framed up self-attacks and
tried to convince workers that the real
enemy was the ISIS... Pure lies! ISIS was
organized by Obama, Dog Bashar... and
Hollande, who now also adds to the
crimes he has committed, the attack to the
conquests of the French working class. 

Under the excuse of ISIS, Hollande
Government militarized France, murdered
innocent civilians, framed the provocation
of Charlie Hebdo and now defies and at-
tacks the French working class, while sup-
porting Al - Assad and his ally (the largest
gunman in Europe on account of the
transnational corporations) Putin’s mas-
sacre against the people in Syria.

The French working class must under-
stand that in their attack the capitalists will
come for all workers. It's time to build
committees of self-defense to face repres-
sion and increasingly hard shocks with
murderous police!

Hollande�s plan against the proletariat
in France is the same as that of Merkel and
Syriza. It is the plan of imperialist Maas-
tricht against the workers from across Eu-
rope, refugees and the working class from
its colonies and semi-colonies! We have
the same enemies; let’s fight together for
a European General Strike!

35-hour working week and the wage
of the German worker for all workers
throughout Europe! Jobs and docu-
ments for all the refugees!  

A single class all across Europe, a
single fight!

We cannot allow that refugees from
throughout the Middle East and Syria to
be put in concentration camps, behind
barbed wires. There we French and Euro-
pean workers will end unless we defeat
the attack by Hollande and the entire im-
perialist Maastricht.  

Stand up next to the immigrants who
are the heart of the European working
class! Stand up next to the refugees to
break the barbed-wire fences and open
the borders! 

Out with NATO! Down with the Paris
Club of creditors! Out with the IMF and
the ECB! Out with the Troika! Out with
the imperialist military bases in Africa,
Asia, Middle East and Latin America! 

For the military defeat of the French
troops in Yemen, Syria and Mali 
so that the working class succeeds

in Paris!

Freedom to Alfon and the Greek pris-
oners! Freedom for the Basque prisoners
and Georges Abdallah, arrested in the
dungeons of the killers and butchers of
the Fifth Republic! Acquittal for Goodyear
workers! Stop and withdraw all prosecu-
tion of all the young people who have
causes for fighting for their future!

The global financial oligarchy of the
Bundesbank, the City of London, Tokyo
and Wall Street has come for our achieve-
ments, our jobs and our salary... They
stole our retirements and emptied the
treasures of the States to cover their
losses. In the crash of the rotten world
capitalist economy, they earn just those
who caused it.

Let's expropriate the transnationals
and the bankers without compensation
and under workers control! Let's finish
with the 1%, they are parasites!  

So the working class live, imperial-
ism must die!

Down with imperialist Maastricht! Let
revolution start throughout Europe!

To be able to eat, have bread and de-
cent jobs: the time has arrived of the rev-
olution of the workers and soldiers’
councils in France and throughout Eu-
rope!

CORRESPONDENTS IN PARÍS

MAY 12, 2016
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Today in several regions of Paris and cities across France
there were strikes, roadblocks, blockades and assemblies in
the factories.
Many of them voted for the strike and organized for the

demonstration call for tomorrow 19/5 by the Inter-Union.
Although there was no centralized called to the strike by

the unions, many companies and factories are partially par-
alyzed, and other completely paralyzed, as longshoremen
and the National Federation of Mines and Energy.
The central battalions of French working class begin to

go out to battle against the collaborationist union bureau-
cracies. Today strikes and assemblies were made while bu-
reaucracy refuses to make a decisive call to strike and
"leaves each worker under their own decision" whether or
not to strike.
But the French workers entered into the hurricane of re-

bellious youth who breaking banks and facing the fascist
police, start to follow the steps of the French May, the fight-
ing on the barricades and the unity of the workers-youth.
So much so, Hollande was forced to mount a filthy

provocation against rebellious youth in general and the
movement Nuit Debout in particular which was uprising
again. For that, with the ever faithful support of the Stalinist
bureaucracy of CGT who have a union within the police,
they set up a police "demonstration" in the Square of la Re-
publique in Paris demanding tougher measures against the
"vandals". This provocation was also developed in other
cities where ere were violent clashes against the enforce-
ment of this 5th Republic, as in Nantes, Lille, Rennes and
Calais. In the latter city, where the refugees were attacked
and their camps burned months ago, the murderous fascist
police made their demonstration also demanding better con-
ditions to repress and kill refugees under the discourse of
"migration crisis".
This huge provocation mounted by Hollande and called

by the treacherous bureaucracy of CGT also attended in
some cities, such as Paris, with the presence of the fascist
union police "Alliance" and with the support of the Zionists
"Jewish League " from Paris.
The provocation was mounted just in the Square of La

Republique, to break this movement, the May 15 thousands
of people gathered at an international conference. It was
mounted just knowing the rebellious, anti-fascist and mili-
tant youth fighting against a real battlefield.
In the periphery of Paris, as Saint Denis, group of youth

reached the square, and when the confrontation started
against the contingent of riot police (willing to smash the
“counter-demonstration”) began the siege and the offensive
on the square.
It was a brutal fight. The youth managed to surround a

police car and set it on fire, which was used as an excuse
by the state to arrest all who were in the square, with ques-
tioning for "attempted murder".
But the youth and exploited did not surrender, and vari-

ous groups and collectives have already announced that they
will return to the square, and begin to coordinate with each
other, even between different cities.

We have already got the lessons! The will to fight too!
So now the immediate task is to fight for the coordination
of all sectors in struggle in a Congress with rank and file
delegates, where can be voted the need for a revolutionary
general strike to tear down Hollande, the 5th imperialist Re-
public, and passing over of all their supporters.

We do not sell out or give up in the Square of la Re-
publique.

CORRESPONDENT

The masses clashed against the government and the regime forces, as the murderous police…
Pickets, strikes, road blocks…

Long live the new French May! The fight has started!

correspondent of “International Workers ’Organizer”

May 18, 2016From the uprising Paris
:

Repression in France
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At 2 pm the demonstration started
and fighting day too. The first concen-
trations were the unions, with their bal-
loons, flags and car sound.

Each one with their slogans and
their groups, they began the demon-
stration toward the main avenue leading
to the National Assembly.

As we moved to the head of the
demonstration a sea of black cloths
were formed in front of our eyes. Thou-
sands of young faces disguised, as if
prepared for a battle, they were forming
the largest grouping of the demonstra-
tion.

As we approached the chants and
banners, we heard "We are all vandals",
"We are unruling", "We are not against
the system, the system is against us".
'Paris debout, soulevé toi!' (Paris on
foot, Rise up!).

The more we advanced in the
demonstration, more police was seen,
they also prepared for a battle.

They were not even 5 minutes from
the formation of all demonstration that
the hated "Service Order" (the clash
forces of the union bureaucracies) sep-
arated the workers columns from the
outraged youth of all ages.

They were few scattered flags of
unions and parties leading, and police
soon began to repress. The side streets
were surrounded by riot police and 5
meters high shields. The first bomb that
police fired, flew hundreds of bottles,
stones, trash, and everything nearby.
Anyway, the demonstration was still
firm and each pump, attempt to arrest
or confrontation with police, tens of
thousands stood all, returned to the
place where the incident happened and
shouted "WE ALL HATE THE POLICE".
Between cries of hatred when police
threw the tear gas bombs, and ovations
when he heard the roar of a smoke
bomb, a window breaking, or a molo-

tov, various groups rushed to help the
injured, distribute a serum against the
gas effect and to guarantee the demon-
stration was not disperse.

While that was happening in the
front of the demonstration, back in the
area of the Order Services did every-
thing to be at the head, prompting many
people to leave their own ranks to join
the group forward, shouting "You are
the collaborators!".

After two hours of this situation, the
police could ambush the most combat-
ive sectors sought a way to break the
siege and reach the National Assembly
and the Prime Minister and managed to
separate the demonstration between
the side streets and the square, which
it had clearly been the point chosen by
the police to do the fence.

In the square, dozens of bombs fall
so they had to disperse the protesters.
Dozens of injured and tens of "marked"
people prevent them from circulating in
places where political rallies are made,
as the Republic Square.

Dozens of arrests occurred before
and during the demonstration, which

passed across the country between di-
rect combat against the police, in high
schools shutdowns, strikes in various
sectors, production stoppages at mines
and energy, roadblocks, blockades
docks… everything in the perspective
to continue for the next few days, the
19, in which the Inter-Union calls for a
new demonstration and partial strikes.

Everything, allowed and supported
by the state of emergency… applying
the “"anti-terror laws" against the people
uprising.

Thus, the square yesterday was
about "real democracy", today fought
for an uprising.

The masses, youth, the exploited
who are not in trade unions show they
are a thousand times more in the first
line of fighting than the leadership of
the left currents and union bureaucra-
cies. The "vandals" of Paris show the
way despite them.

We will go with them from the heat
of the fight.

Correspondent

May 17, 2016

We are all vandals!

correspondent of “International Workers’ Organizer”

From the uprising Paris
:

“We are all vandals”
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As envoys of the "International Network
for the Freedom of the political prisoners
of the world and justice for our martyrs"
and the Committee for Syria - Sao Paulo,
Brazil, we spoke before the General As-
sembly of the Global Nuit Debout.  

We wanted there to express the voice
of the exploited of the colonies and semi-
colonial plundered by imperialist gangs
vying for the riches of oppressed peoples. 

As we have been raising in that square
since we arrived in France on May 6, we
also denounced in this General Assembly
that in prisons of the Greek big bankers
and ship-owners the best, the most coura-
geous and combative of Greek youth lie
prisoner. We had to tell the truth: their jail-
ers are that left rubbish, the smoke-ven-
dors of Syriza. 

In an “international day of fight” the
prisoners and condemned for their fight-
ing, as comrade Alfon in the Spanish State and the oil workers
of Las Heras, Argentina could not be absent.

In the Square we had the opportunity of being with fellow of
the Committee for the release of Georges Abdallah, who has
spent 32 years a prisoner in the dungeons of the regime of the
Fifth Republic for defending the Palestinian cause. It was really
exciting to be able to physically meet with partners with which
we have been fighting together for a long time for the release of
political prisoners. This is so since December 12, 2013, date in
which the Las Heras oil workers were condemned to life impris-
onment and other terms of imprisonment respectively. That day
comrade Georges Abdallah together with the Basque prisoners
refused their food ration and starred a hunger strike in solidarity
with comrades from Argentina, showing a huge example of in-
ternational solidarity. 

While in Paris, we could not but denounce that in that square
and streets of France Hollande, the Merkel and Zionist State of
Israel’s Netanyahu had walked while defending Paris Alliance
with Tel Aviv, which oppresses the Palestinian nation and mas-
sacres its people. We do not forget this or that there it was said
that the "enemy was the ISIS", when Hollande, Obama and Dog
Bashar are its commanders. 

We were talking with thousands and thousands of students
and workers and telling the truth: that there is no largest terrorist

on the planet that imperialism that supports genocidal Al - Assad
and in particular French imperialism, which sells technology to
Putin so that with his army he massacres in the Caucasus, in
"Great Russia" and directly also in Syria where he is bombing
recklessly wholly unarmed children, women and families. 

It was necessary to say that Hollande’s agreement with Zion-
ism is a deal between counter-revolutionary butchers to slaugh-
ter in Maghreb and the Middle East.

Days prior to our arrival in Paris in this square that arose as
an expression of the struggle of the working class and its March
31 general strike, Varoufakis, the "left wing" of Syriza, old Advisor
to the CEOs of the City of London and former Minister of econ-
omy of Tsipras, had been present. That smoke-vendor left  - as
the young Greek anarchists call them, and as we denounce in
various correspondent records-- was there to try and change the
content to that square so it transformed into a square of "citizens"
to fight for "real democracy", and not a square of the working
class and the youth, who today suffer one of the biggest attacks
by the Government of Hollande that snatches them the 35-hour
week by Decree. 

Thus the fairy tale of "real democracy" has stripped which
capitalists want to sell to European workers: their imperialist
Governments only exude counter-revolutionary wars of colonial-
ism, military bases around the world and attacks against the
working-class of his own country as they do with the working

Correspondents of the newspaper "The International Workers’ Organizer ", delegates sent by the "Internatio-
nal Network" and spokespersons for the Committee in solidarity with Syria in Brazil addressed the audience in

the Republic Square before thousands of Paris students and workers 

May 15, 2016 

International Meeting convened by Nuit Debout 

“Exploited peoples up”
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class of peoples they oppress. 

The lie of "real democracy" of the European social-imperialist
left had very short legs in France: the Government of the "democ-
racy" of the Fifth Republic started a brutal attack and declared a
stark war up to the end against the French working class. The
response was swift and two general strikes are called for Tuesday
May 17 and Thursday May 19 respectively that posed and put
on the agenda the most immediate task of the French proletariat
which is defeating Hollande and the regime of the Fifth Republic. 

On Wednesday May 12 an enormous mobilization had been
staged, which was headed by a flag that declared "all “We are all
vandals, we all break everything" in response to the war declared
by Hollande and the capitalists.

For this reason we could see that this May 15 in Global Nuit
Debout the lie undressed of "real democracy" and of "democratic"
coexistence with the capitalist system and again in the Place de
la Republique we began to breathe the fresh wind of the general
strike and the fighting the French working class prepares.

On May 8 may, despite the fact that we had traveled thou-
sands of miles to get there, we were not given the floor in the
square. That day they went so far as to raffle the motions for res-
olutions of the various committees. They raffled what was to be
read and what not, what constitutes an attack on any real direct
democracy, which is the type of democracy the masses need to
fight. But this May 15 we could finally speak, we and everyone
who had anything to say in favor of the masses. After the attack
by Hollande, the square vibrated again, while the French working
class is getting ready for big fights.

In our statement there we could express the voice of the Syr-
ian resistance, an indomitable resistance, which does not give
in. We had a mandate of young people and workers fighting in
Aleppo, Goutha, Homs, in all Syria... and who were just recov-
ering the town of Kahn Al Touman. Their mandate was to make
their voice heard -the voice of the revolution and of the heroic
battles of the resistance against Dog Bashar.

We went there to say that it was necessary to break the siege,
sending doctors, food, money, weapons and volunteers to fight
alongside the Syrian resistance and paralyze the war machine of
imperialism that supports the bloody hands of Putin and Al -
Assad so they can slaughter the Syrian people, as well as it sus-
tains Saudi Arabia invading Yemen and Zionism which is re-
launching hard attacks on the Palestinian masses.

For days, we had discussed with hundreds of young people
interested in the struggle of the Syrian masses. We find in the
same square comrades working in committees in solidarity with
Syria in France. We could make common actions with them. We
could even fight alongside sectors of them against the pro-Assad
groups, which are trying to sell Al-Assad as "anti-imperialist" to
French workers and youth, though Al-Assad, supported by
Obama, is the worst murder of the Syrian workers and peasants.

Throughout the week, from May 6 on, we were also explain-
ing and struggling to make that voice of the Syrian resistance
heard, so that the truth is told; and to break the fence around
this great revolution, imposed on it by the left parties that are
servants of European and world imperialism. 

Our comrade of the International Network rose to speak at

the square wrapped in the flag of the Syrian resistance to claim
that the massacre is stopped because Syria is a warning by im-
perialism to the entire world working class that comes out to
fight to defend their rights and interests.

We were waiting for this May 15. News reached us about how
PODEMOS and Izquierda Unida in the Spanish State were trying
once more to undermine the character of the revolutionary up-
heaval of the working class and youth started in 2011. 5 years
ago the miners in Asturias shouted: "If our children are hungry,
yours will shed blood" and "If this cannot be solved, war, war,
war".We recalled, as we watched the committees of immigrants
from Africa and the Middle East in Paris square, the slogan of
the "Indignados" of the neighboring country which proclaimed:
"Immigrants you are the sea of Madrid". Time ago that PODEMOS
and Izquierda Unida have acknowledged the infamous Bourbon
monarchy, whereas 5 years ago people raised the cry of "Repub-
lic of the Indignados" all across the Spanish State.

We could understand why so many forces had been concen-
trated to try and transform the feeling of the French youth that
put up the Plaza of the Republic with the cry of "We must combat
as in Egypt, as in Tahrir square". But the French working class is
still very far from being expropriated their fighting today they
have begun. On May 15 the thousands and thousands that pop-
ulated the Plaza expressed these new conditions imposed by the
whip of the capital. Reformism was left without sustenance. The
bourgeoisie broke the class collaboration and the French working
class presents battle. It was necessary to be at the level of these
new conditions. 

In the Square we could not but tell what any conscious So-
cialist cannot be silent about: that we had reached the heart of
the imperialist powers, where a part is concentrated of the 1%
of parasites that exploits the 99% of the world, to say to young
people and workers in struggle that they have to return to the
cry of "THE ENEMY IS AT HOME!"

We arrived with the cry of Greece in 2008: "That Athens’
spark fire Paris!", but the question is that Athens is now con-
trolled by the deadly trap of Syriza, which in the name of an al-
leged "left" has applied the worst plans of the Troika and Merkel,
imposing a terrible blackmail to Greek workers. 

As never before the unity and coordination have been put to
the order of the day of the European working class, which is
under a brutal and intense attack of imperialism. A common
struggle and a all-European General Strike is the only thing that
can open the way to stop the attack of the capitalists and defeat
Maastricht’s imperialist Europe.

We were on May 15 in Paris. There new battles and clashes
between antagonist classes are prepared. The eyes of the Euro-
pean working class are largely facing France. But French workers
should look at their class brethren of Europe and the world if
they want to win.

More than 100,000 Syrian and Maghrebi and Middle-Eastern
refugees are in concentration camps in Europe and in Greece in
particular. The French proletariat may not break the chains that
oppress it unless it fights together with its class brothers of Eu-
rope to break the barbed wire fencing in concentration camps to
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liberate political refugees resulting from
the wars fed by the own imperialist powers
to crush the revolutions in the South of the
Mediterranean and starve the people there.

Tens of thousands of refugees are in
camps that have nothing to envy to the
Warsaw Ghetto or to Auschwitz. So that
1% of parasites act that control the world.
So they treat those who try to save their
lives from real genocides that these para-
sites impose to enslave nations and their
workers. In the square we could feel soli-
darity with the refugees. But it is not
enough with a sense of solidarity. Workers
have in their hands making this solidarity
actual. They have trade unions and organ-
izations of struggle. Students have their
organizations by School, College and uni-
versities. And all have the same demand
to fight for, in defense of 35 hours work-week. There is no
more immediate task that trade unions and struggle organi-
zations of the working class open borders to immigrants and
refugees demanding papers for all and affiliating them and or-
ganizing them into trade unions and all struggle organizations
of Europe.  Leaving refugees as beggars into the hands of the
bourgeoisie, the UN, the NGOs, is to vote in advance for their
enslavement, death or repatriation. "All of us are refugees!"
should be the common demand throughout Europe.

And we arrived at the Place de la Republique. We spoke in
it. We were moved we have the honor of being there who are
trying to fight to unite the workers of the world with the
French workers. We are proud to be alongside the French
working class, with the youth of today that proclaims that "we
are all vandals", paying a tribute to young immigrants of the cités
that rose in revolt to the cry of "Every night we will make Paris a
new Baghdad" in 2005.

We could not less than crave for being part in the rebel France
for a new French May and shout very loudly to the world that the
only solution for France, the European and world working class
is to bring again the Paris Commune to be the spark that sets
fire all over Europe.   

In the Plaza of the Republic we revolutionary shout loud and
clear:

LONG LIVE THE SYRIAN RESISTANCE! STOP THE MAS-
SACRE BY ASSAD, PUTIN, OBAMA, HOLLANDE AND NATO!

FREE REBEL YOUTH OF GREECE, GEORGE ABDALLAH,
ALFON, PALESTINIAN POLITICAL PRISONERS AND POLITICAL
PRISONERS ALL OVER THE WORLD!   

OUT WITH THE IMPERIALIST MILITARY BASES FROM THE
OPPRESSED NATIONS!   

DOWN WITH THE FIFTH REPUBLIC OF THE IMPERIALIST
BUTCHERS! DOWN WITH MAASTRICHT, ITS BANKS AND

TRANSNATIONALS! DOWN WITH THE 1% OF PARASITES! 

LET’S BRING THE PARIS COMMUNE TO LIFE AGAIN!

LET'S EXPROPRIATE THE EXPROPRIATORS OF THE PEO-
PLE! As the miners in revolt in the Donbass: Let’s make come
again USSR of the workers councils and soldiers, without Stal-
inist traitors that sold out the worker States!

OPEN THE WAY TO THE EUROPEAN REVOLUTION! 
MAKE ‘68 FRENCH MAY COME AGAIN! MAKE THE CARNA-

TIONS REVOLUTION COME AGAIN OF THE WORKMEN AND
SOLDIERS OF PORTUGAL!   

THAT THE EUROPEAN PROLETARIAT COME AGAIN TO
SPEAK THE LANGUAGE OF THE REVOLUTION!

The victory of the oppressed peoples and their great battles
will have solution in the hands of the working class of the impe-
rialist powers of Europe, USA and Japan. They have the possi-
bility to cut the head of the snake of 1% of parasites that are
sinking the entire civilization into the doldrums and barbarism.

LUISA CAMPOS AND MARIA BATISTA

The voice of the Syrian resistance in Republic Square
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"Good evening, I'm Maria and I'm from a Com-
mittee of Support to the Syrian people in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. Ours is a country oppressed and

pillaged by imperialist powers like France, and all the
imperialist powers of the world. I want to salute this in-
ternational meeting of Global Debout (Global Standing,
NT); I want to greet French workers and youth, and tell
them that you, and all the workers in the imperialist
powers are the best allies of the working class of the
colonial and semi-colonial countries such as Brazil.

I want to welcome this meeting and say that it is
a big step forward, but it is a step in a vacuum if
from here it does not arise an international com-
mand to organize and build a European General
Strike against imperialist Maastricht, because this is
the only thing that we can do before this "democracy"
we have. This is the democracy of 1% of the world-rich
slavers, which make their businesses with their banks
and their transnationals on our blood, over the blood of
the slaves of the world... that’s why I want to tell you:
Down with the 1%! May the Paris Commune come
again to life! The commune where all the workers of
the world are citizens of honor! LONG LIVE THE
COMMUNE!" 

Speeches in the General Assembly of Global Debout, in front of 
thousands of people from different parts of the world 

"I am part of an International Network fighting
for the freedom of the political prisoners in the
world and for justice for the martyrs of our

struggles; I want to start talking about Greece. There
are currently in Greece more than 50 thousand political
prisoners in the refugee camps. There are political pris-
oners around the world and at this time it is the Gov-
ernment of Syriza having rebel youngsters as prisoners
to, who were confined only due to their fight against the
fascists and for helping immigrants and refugees arriv-
ing in Greece. Then, I want to say, as a first point, that
our struggle, your fight must take into its hands the
struggle for the freedom of political prisoners in the
world. We cannot fight with hostages in the prisons of
the imperialist regimes of the world...
We must liberate the rebellious young Greeks!

We liberate Palestinian political prisoners! We
must liberate Abdallah who is imprisoned here in
France! We must set free all political prisoners and
conquer the acquittal of the fighters that are
processed or convicted only for having fought, as
here in France happens with the Goodyear work-
ers, or as for example in Argentina, where I come
from, with the oil workers of Las Heras; because
this is a same struggle. 

It is the same struggle to stop the massacre in
Syria, because the refugees arriving in Europe are
fleeing the massacre in Syria carried out by Bashar
Al-Assad along with Putin and with the support of
all the imperialist powers of the world, both United
States and European powers. They are all agreed that
they must crush the Syrian people. Hollande sells arms
to Russia, so Putin crush Syrian workers...
Let us not deceive ourselves. There will never be

"real democracy" while these massacres exist, while
there are refugees in concentration camps; and this is a
fight that we must take into our hands. There is much
talk of "democracy", but we know what this "democ-
racy" does: Hollande has invaded Mali, bombed Syria,
steals the uranium from Africa and this Fifth Republic
is which organized the dictatorships in Latin America,
where I come from. So we have to give a fight until the
end against the Fifth Republic by pulling it down! We
have to defeat the Fifth Republic and the Government
of Hollande to bring down El Khomri Law, to open the
borders for all refugees, elbow to elbow with immigrant
workers, and to stop the massacre in Syria! ".

Luisa Campos

Maria Batista
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Proposals handed in to the NuitDebout assembly in the
Square of the Republique on May 8th by the corresponsals

of “International Workers’ Organizer” in Paris

From the Commission of Condemned Oil Workers,
Relatives and Friends of Las Heras (Argentina) and
the International Network for the freedom of the world
political prisoners propose as a motion to NuitDebout
to take the fight for freedom of the political prisoners
in the world
- Freedom to Georges Abdallah, fighter of the Pales-
tinian cause prisoner in France for 30 years.

- Freedom Alfón, prisoner in Spain for supporting the
strike on November 30.

- Freedom for the Palestinian prisoners, who are
more than 7000 locked in the dungeons of Zionism.

- Freedom to 5000political prisoners in Colombia.

- Immediate Freedom youth prisoners in Greece by
Syriza government for defending immigrants and
have fought against the fascists of Golden Dawn.

-Freedom to the Political prisoners in the city of
Hama, Syria, besieged by the army of Al-Assad.

- Acquittal to the oil workers in Las Heras, Argentina
who fought for wages to feed their children.

WE CAN NOT FIGHT WITH HOSTAGES IN PRIS-
ONS! FREEDOM TO THE POLITICAL PRISONERS
IN THE WORLD!

Motion from the Committee OF Syria
of Sao Paulo and Buenos Aires and

Leon Sedov Brigade of Syria

From the Committee of Syria in San Pablo, the
Committee for Syria of Buenos Aires and the
Brigade Leon Sedov, movement of internationalist
workers in Aleppo, we propose as a motion to Nuit-
Debout to take the fight to stop the slaughter in Syria
carried out by Al Assad and Putin with political, fi-
nancial and logistical support of Hollande and
NATO. In recent days they dropped more than 1,000
bombs on the popular districts of Aleppo and also
bombed a refugee camp on the border with Turkey.

Motion to the Commission of Condemned Oil Workers, Relatives and Friends of Las Heras
(Argentina) and the International Network for the freedom of the world political prisoners 

The reader could find more about our struggle in France in our website:

www.flti-ci.org

International Trotskist Leninist Fraccion 
Collective for the Refoundation of the Fourth International

e-mail: fltinternational@ymail.com • www.flti-ci.org
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Motion from the revolutionary movement of black workers in South Africa and WIL of Zimbabwe 
Since the movement of revolutionary black workers in South Africa and WIL (Workers International League-
Zimbabwe) we propose to NuitDebout the motion to take the fight for:

Out with the imperialist military bases throughout Africa! Out with the French troops in Mali! Out with the
transnational companies that plunder Africa and the oppressed countries!

We attach a letter from the black workers revolutionary movement in South Africa and WIL to Nuit Debout. 

We the Workers International
League of Zimbabwe, Concerned
Youth of Zimbabwe, Students,
RWG and Marikana Fighting
Committee we are in solidarity
with the Youth and working class
in France and as they call from
the Republique Paris Square, we
call this May 15 2016 for  a
GLOBALDEBOUT, an interna-
tional fighting day of workers
and oppressed against the world
imperialist system that blow and
attack us by taking away our
conquests, plundering the oppressed peo-
ples and repressing us with wars, jails,
and persecution against those who fights.

We are with you in spirit and solidarity
in this weekend meeting in Paris for an In-
ternational Gathering of movements at
Place de la Republic on May 7 and 8.

Today we salute the Youths in France,
after one million people mobilized in Paris
and the movement Nuit Debout continues
to grow and taking the struggle as youth
and workers in your millions you were
(are) in the streets.

Today our focus is on the Syrian revo-
lution as this is where the class struggle
has reached the stage of civil war. The
masses suffer brutal slaughter due to up-
raise for bread, dignity and the same de-
mands for which we fight in Zimbabwe.
This May month, standing up with the
Syrian masses who continue to resist
against the slaughter of Al-Assad and

Putin commanded by imperialism! We are
with the workers and youth of Egypt who
took the streets against the ferocious mil-
itary dictatorship of Al-Sisi! We are with
the oil workers of Kuwait who carried out
a massive strike! Our best allies are the
working class and youth of the great im-
perialist metropolises, as American work-
ers who continue fighting for a wage of
$15 an hour and workers and France
rebels youth for carrying out a general
strike and took streets fighting the Hol-
lande’s government, the 5th French Re-
public and its plan to attack the 35-hour
work week and all the workers’ conquests.

We can not join you in live discussion
meeting, but we are with you side by side
to share our experiences and to begin to
construct together common solutions.
Whatever outcome from a strategic meet-
ing to prepare for an International week-
end of Action on MAY 15th.
On this date we will take direct action to-
gether across the world.

For an International fight
Day for the refugees and immi-
grants in France and the whole
Europe that are the hurt of the
European working class! 

We hope this first aim Nuit
Debout's convergence of stug-
gles'. will go beyond France and
spread worldwide.

Freedom to the Greek rebel-
lious youth prisoners! Freedom
to the more than 7,000 Palestin-

ian prisoners! Acquittal to the oil workers
Las Heras (Argentina)! Freedom for all po-
litical prisoners in the world!

This May Month, we must say, as
every day, our demands for bread, wages,
decent work, health and education are not
possible to be achieved within the frame-
work of this rotten imperialist capitalist
system. To be able to eat and have a de-
cent life, it is necessary to fight for the vic-
tory of the socialist revolution, the working
class taking power and expropriating the
expropriators of peoples! For the op-
pressed to live, imperialism must die!

We will rise up together for a global
day of action!

Revolutionary greetings

JUSSA KUDHEREZERA;
FOR THE REVOLUTIONARY BLACK WORKERS

MOVEMENT OF SOUTH AFRICA AND THE

WIL OF ZIMBABWE

To the Youth in France
DAY OF ACTION ON MAY 15th, 2016

Teachers strike in Zimbabwe
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Good evening to everyone, I am
from Argentina. I am a member of
the Oil Workers Commission, they
were condemned to prison for
fighting for better wages. From this
Commission, these workers formed
an International Network for the
freedom of the political prisoners
of the world and justice for the
martyrs in struggle. Form this
Commission we want to salute
your struggle, a huge struggle. And
we want to propose you that for this
fight really prevails; it is not possi-
ble to leave aside the political pris-
oners. There are political prisoners
in the world of the imperialist
regimes. We even have prisoners in France as Abdallah,
the Basque independents. Today, the Greek govern-
ment, Syriza, has in jail the rebel youth for the single
fact of struggling against fascism and to help the
refugees. You know that the refugees are real prisoners
in the camps at the open sky, in those concentration
camps. And there are thousands of refugees who come
to knock your doors that die or are condemned to those
concentration camps. 
Those refugees ran away from the slaughters in

Maghreb and Middle East, as for example in Syria with
Al Assad supported by Putin and NATO. 

So, we cannot forget this slaughter, we cannot ig-
nore the political prisoners because more refugees are
at the border and more the slaughter continues in Syria,
as in the recent days that there were thousands of
bombs dropped in the popular neighborhoods of
Aleppo. More this slaughter deepens, it will be much
worse to the workers in Europe and in all the imperial-
ist countries. So, we propose to make a commission for
the freedom of political prisoners and against the
slaughter in Syria and for the refugees, because we can-
not just continue to let the refugees on the borders ...

MAY 6, 2016

“We cannot leave aside the political prisoners or refugees stranded at the border since
more and more the Syrian massacre will continue... and if this massacre gets deeper,
the fate of workers from Europe and all the imperialist countries would be worse”

Interventions of the correspondents of “International
Workers’ Organizer” in The Republique Square in Paris 
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On the topics of which I heard re-
cently, a propos article 49.3, my
question is: was it expected other-
wise? Why is this surprising? If this
democracy of the French Fifth Re-
public is which bombed people in
Syria, which invaded Mali, which
supports the State of Israel, which
plunders the wealth of Africa and
which organized the dictatorships in
Latin America, where I come from.
It is the Fifth Republic that organized
the worst dictatorships, training
even dictators so they were able to
torture, drawing lessons from tor-
ture in Algeria. Then, what do you
marvel at with the use of this article
49.3? This is the democracy of the
Fifth Republic. Then we won't have
a real democracy until we do not
throw down this Fifth Republic. 

And I heard of the need for a “re-
conductible” (of indefinite length,
NT) strike and I wonder: how are we
going to carry on a “reconductible”
strike without trade unions, without

the working class organizations?
Because, who can carry out the
strike if they are not organizations of
the working class? We need to co-
ordinate the struggles, but they
must be organized in a real coordi-
nation. Looks like and I think that
here, in this movement of NuitDe-
bout, there are all the currents that
also participate in trade unions and
unions of students.   Then, what pre-
vents us from forming committees
of factories, committees in the fac-
ulties, committees in high schools?
And from really coordinating them
with a fight plan and a unique set of
demands to start to talk about
pulling down the Fifth Republic?
Only thus we can speak of a real
democracy. Because the worker that
moves the world, that produces all
the riches of this world, actually has
its power in the factories and in the
struggle of the working class organ-
izations. 

This is what I wanted to say, be-

cause I heard a little of this, but if we
do not understand that the fight is to
the end... We saw this attack in
Greece, in Spain, in Italy and we
have to learn from Greece. In Greece
they were proposing us democracy
and we see rather than with the Gov-
ernment of the Syriza we have polit-
ical prisoners, young people whose
only “crime” was they fought
against fascism or wanted to help
the refugees; because there are po-
litical prisoners and refugees in con-
centration camps and the worst
attacks on the working class and the
common people. The removal of the
social achievements of workers in
Greece is incredible. It is necessary
we learn from this experience. We
cannot wage only a pressure or eco-
nomic attack on Parliament or the
Executive. We should go to the end
as they want to go to the end, be-
cause it is a war that they have de-
clared. That is what I wanted to say.

MAY 11, 2016

“This democracy of the V Republick bombed Syria, invaded Mali, supports the
Israel State, plunders the wealth of the entire Africa and organized the

dictatorships in Latin America...
We will not have a real democracy till we don’t defeat this V Republic”
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Days before the May 1, the factory
workers in the departmental As-
sembly of delegates imposed to the

head of the Industrial Federation of La Paz
that the march was to be held without the
bureaucrats of the COB (headed by Mitma)
as they are collaborators with the bourgeois
Morales Government, betrayers of workers
and exploited struggles in the past and of
those which were on course, in addition to
its agreement with the repressive Morales's
Government on a derisory wage increase of
6% to the basic salary and 9% to the natio-
nal minimum.  
On the morning of May Day, while factory workers were

concentrated in the Central station at 8:30 am, there were
gathered at the Palace of Government Evo Morales and his
ministers to account of the imperialist transnationals, the
CEN (National Executive Committee) of the COB, and the
leaders of the oil, construction, factory, mining and public
health workers confederations, all of them bureaucrats plot-
ting once again against the working class. 

The march of the combative factory workers was accom-
panied by a car on which there was a worker handcuffed as
a slave with a sign that read: "CIABOL (construction com-
pany, N. R.) I am a slave of CIABOL for defending the
TRADE UNION IMMUNITY" and another banner hung on
the side of the car that read: "Workers are not slaves! Long
live labor rights!" -this in reference to the attacks by the Go-
vernment and the employers that the factory workers are suf-
fering as mass dismissals, suspensions, attacks to their
leaders (as it was a couple of months ago with the imprison-

ment of the leaders at Telares factory in Santa Cruz), even
going over the trade union immunity as it did with the Exe-
cutive of the Union of CIABOL Ltda.! 

Factory workers lines, over the course of the March
through the streets of La Paz, came to approximately 6000
industrial workers (brewery, textiles, construction, food sec-
tor) and housework auxiliary workwomen as not seen in pre-
vious years. They were carrying posters saying "Long live
the united workers!", "Glory to the fallen of Chicago",
"Long live May Day", "Long live the revolution of the wor-
king class" with explosions of firecrackers. When a fifth of
the route of the march had been walked the POR tried to
sneak into the factory workers’ march head, however it re-
ceived the refusal of base workers, who shouted "traitors"
and "sellouts" to the members of that party. This is because
the La Paz teachers’ union as well as the national teachers’
union with the POR at their head and other sectors that this
party influences in each one of the struggles of the exploited

BOLIVIA
Echoes of May 1st May 8 2016

Thousands of militant industrial workers of La Paz are
mobilized against the Morales administration and the

collaborationist bureaucracy of the COB
Trotskyists alongside the vanguard factory workers lifted high flags in support to the heroic 

Syrian revolution and the struggle for political prisoners in the world

POR, LOR-CI (satellite group of the PTS of Argentina), and other ruptures of the LIT-CI as the MST, 
hung to the coattails of the bourgeois Government of Brazil Dilma against the "coup", showed a cold shoulder 

to the Syria revolution, and are next to Stalinism that support filthy Dog Bashar and Putin 

“Long live the fight of the working class”
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and the factory workers left the latter in isolation and sub-
dued to the leadership of the COB (which has "workers" as
Ministers, senators and deputies within the Government, i.e.
Pedro Montes), and supported that treacherous leadership
from the left in each fight of the labor movement as it was
in the 32nd Congress of the FSTMB (Mine workers Federa-
tion) and COB’s 16th Congress. Although the POR had sum-
moned the urban teachers of La Paz to a rally in the Social
House of the Teacher as start point, this had no basis.

While the factory workers march passed through the
plaza San Francisco, an act of the LOR-CI/PTS was held
there with no more than 10 militants, along with various
groups, splits from the LIT-CI as the MST, the Stalinists of
the PCB-Revolutionary Party, the PCMLM and other small
groups against the "coup" in Brazil", that is, they were at the
feet of Dilma's bourgeois Government and all the Boliva-
rians who support genocide against the Syrian masses by Al
Assad and Putin.

The COB bureaucrats, after participating in the Act of
the Government, entered the head of the march, but the fac-
tory workers rattled them and shouted "Long live May Day",
"sellouts", "llunkus" (boot-sucking) and "tie-cats", so these
bureaucrats retreated in silence before the march was fini-
shed. As the factory workers marched along a sidewalk, the
column of the POR Renegades to Trotskyism marched along
the opposite sidewalk, separated from the workers; the re-
mains of the groups of former Trotskyites marched behind
along with Stalinism under the banner of the Workers Party
(without worker base) together with the flag of Brazil in sup-
port of the bourgeois Government of the PT, the official PCB
and further back the Bolivarian Movimiento Sur. 

In this 2016 May Day the trenches are clear; the Rene-
gades of Trotskyism as the Lorites of the POR, plus the
LOR-CI (satellite group of the PTS in Argentina), the ITU-
CI, etc. have chosen theirs - opposite to the trench of the
combative factory workers of La Paz – and next to the Sta-
linists who support the genocide to the Syrian masses and
who act as fifth-column in Ukraine, slaughtering the best of
the Donbass mineworkers vanguard and of the militias of
Lugansk and Donetsk that were not subjected to the Cove-
nant of Minsk. 
All of them were centralized by the Castro Brothers (the

new rich of the PCC) from Havana to support the Pro-im-
perialist government of Dilma in Brazil with the telltale of
the "institutional coup"; therefore in their acts they also have
silenced the sell-out of Cuba to finance capital by the Cas-
troite new bourgeoisie, silenced for years the genocide in
Syria, showed the cold shoulder to the Syrian revolution -
slandering the masses that are fighting for bread and free-
dom, the dozens of thousands of massacred and thousands
of refugees who remain in Auschwitz-like camps. In short,
they have left to their fate today’s "Martyrs of Chicago". 

The reformist left has to remove the disguise of "revolu-
tionary", and stop misleading the working class, the comba-
tive youth and the exploited. 

In the opposite trenches, there were the revolutionary so-
cialists of the Socialist League of the Internationalist Wor-
kers, adherent to the collective for the Fourth
International-FLTI, next to the factory workers that this
Mayday refused to march with the Government and the bu-
reaucracy of the COB that is subjected to it.

The factory workers, as in 2009, returned to confront the
treacherous bureaucrats of the COB and the government of
Morales, lackey of Wall Street; they were the only ones who
told the working class of Brazil and Latin America, (even
traveling to Sao Paulo to the meeting of the CONCLAT) that
"we have to fight against the demagoguery of the Bolivarian
Government and labor bureaucracies". And they were right! 

This may, the combative factory workers have taken in
their hands the fight for the freedom of the political prisoners
in the world and raised the flags in support to the Syrian re-
sistance, repudiating Dog Al-Assad and the gunman Putin
who continue massacring the Syrian working class and ex-
ploited on account of Obama and the imperialist transnatio-
nals. The factory workers and their cry “Long live the
workers revolution!” next to the workers of SIDOR in Ve-
nezuela facing the attack of these governments that are
lackeys of imperialism, are the unquestioned vanguard of
Latin American working class.

Open the way to the militant factory workers of
Bolivia and the SIDOR workers in Venezuela!

Open the way to the Syrian revolution!
The resistance does not surrender!

Out with Putin, killer Dog Al - Assad and their
boss Obama!

Long live the fight of the world proletariat!

Enough of servant reformers of the native bour-
geoisies, servants of imperialism!

CORRESPONDENT

LSTI- BOLIVIA
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This morning a plenum of the indus-
trial workers has been conducted.
There the radicalization of the work-

ing base has been expressed against their
class-collaborator leaders and Morales's
Government that is prompting a brutal at-
tack on the workers of Enatex, a state-run
textile factory.

The Evo and his bourgeois Ministers,
arguing that "Enatex is no longer prof-
itable", "wages exceed the 4 billion" and "it
is bankrupt", have sacked a thousand
workers. 

In order to lay off the workers the ad-
ministration told them that the establish-
ment should close for a week to ensure
the fumigation of the building. But yester-
day, when they returned to their duties the
workers found that the plant was closed.
The Government closed Enatex overnight
and said it would open instead a "Techno-
logical Textile Center" that would run with
200 workers (chosen among the recently
sacked ones, NT) by temporary contract. 

This attack on Enatex workers is re-
peated also in other factories as Delizia

(milk and its byproducts), Incerpaz (ce-
ramics), a glass factory located in Pura
Pura, among others, already totaling hun-
dreds of laid-off manufacturing workers.
Thus, with layoffs and threats of job-los-
ing, the Government of Morales, servant
of Wall Street bankers, seeks to subdue
the manufacturing workers of La Paz that
have been for years the vanguard in the
fight against the Bolivarian Governments
which expropriated the fighting of the rev-
olutionary masses in Latin American, a
fighting that had shaken the Americas
from their foundation in the early years of
the 21st century. 

Already in the plenum, Enatex workers
questioned the leaders, asking "Where's
the Union?" With tears in their eyes they
claimed that "there are many workers who
are fathers and mothers of several chil-
dren", "many workers are aging people
and already cannot get a job at other fac-
tories". During the day the leaders of the
Industrial Federation of La Paz took the
floor, but factories’ base delegates waved
that "leaders of the Industrial Federation
of La Paz, the Confederation of Industrial
Unions of Bolivia and the COB (Bolivian

Central Union, NT)should publicly re-
nounce to their affiliation to MAS (Evo
Morales’ Party, NT), and this resignation
must be led by the COB leaders". 

With great class instinct manufactur-
ing base delegates stated that "If the gov-
ernment can consolidate the layoff in
Enatex, the attack will deepen and hit all
factories" and called to organize a great
fight of all the Bolivian proletariat against
the Government of Morales. 

Hatred against this attack was getting
bigger, because this onslaught of then-
Government occurred prior to May 18,
which commemorates the Day of the Fac-
tory Worker in tribute to the labor martyrs
who were massacred when in a General
Strike together with the miners, the bank
clerks, the railway workers, etc., in 1950.
"If it is necessary that blood run, let blood
run!" they clamored in their March, mean-
ing that they will not lower the arms and
will not let the government dismiss the
thousand families. 

Also they repeatedly condemned the
leaders: "traitors, you knew what was hap-

“Evo, Goni, the same shit!”
“Down with the starving government!”

La Paz workers are standing up
Out with the class collaborationist bureaucracy
of COB that submits our struggle to MAS go-

vernment and its bourgeois deputies!

The mine workers of Huanuni must break
their isolation and merge in alliance with the
workers in the streets. Unity and coordina-

tion of the exploited! 

Enough with Morales and the Bolivarian politi-
cians, all servants of US and Wall Street! 

Let’s make revolution come back!

BOLIVIA May 17 2016

Bolivian workers burning evo´picture
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pening with Enatex" (...) "now we, as del-
egates of the manufacturing workers of La
Paz even can disavow you". "How is it that
workers are going to be in a Covenant
with the Government?" "We workers must
return to our essence as workers with
trade union independence, so tomorrow
there is nothing to celebrate, even tomor-
row, to show that we are not with the Gov-
ernment we are going to burn the trucks
that this has given the Union" (...) "This en-
tire Government must go".

Then, in the middle of the plenum,
Enatex workers came outside the facilities
of the Industrial Federation shouting slo-
gans: "Enatex won’t close carajo!", "What
do we ask? Job stability! ". Delegates
shouted "to the march, to the march" and
thus they proceeded. In the march work-
ers were heard shouting: "Evo, Goni (Gon-
zalo Sanchez de Lozada, a very
reactionary former president that was
thrown down beginning this century by
the revolutionary Bolivian masses, NT),
the same crap! '' "Down with the Govern-
ment that starves the people!"  "Manufac-
turing workers United, will never be
defeated!" "Long live the struggle of the
manufacturing workers of Bolivia!". 

The massive mobilization approached
the Ministry of Labor, Employment and
Social Welfare, which was guarded by a
dozen policemen. At the door of the same
the workers burned books published by
the Government (centrally one entitled
"The ideology of the left in Bolivia" by An-
drés Solís Rada, former Minister of Hy-

drocarbons) and several photos of Evo
Morales. 

Nobody was impressed that POR mil-
itants were missing in the march and also
those from small groups as the LOR-CI (a
satellite of the PTS in Argentina), as of
May 1 the manufacturing workers had
shouted them "Traitors!", and also they
had not let the POR and that left groups
be part of their march that took the streets
that day against the Government, the slav-
ery bosses and the class- collaborationist
bureaucracy. The combative march of the
manufacturing workers burning photos of
Bolivarian Morales reconfirms that they
are going along one sidewalk confronting
the farce of the "Bolivarian revolution" of
Morales, Castro, Maduro, etc. such as
they had done in 2010 in the CONCLAT,
and the others as the LOR-CI/PTS and
POR walk along the opposite sidewalk,
supporting the Bolivarian revolution it in
its decline until the last moment as they
do now when supporting Dilma against
the "impeachment".

Now the manufacturing workers’ dele-
gates voted that this May 18 it will not be a
day of celebration, but one of combat in
memory and tribute to the martyrs fallen
66 years ago, suspending the entertain-
ment that is usually staged and instead
launching a struggle with all the manufac-
turing workers’ base stopping the factories. 

Now it is necessary to go one step fur-
ther in the unity of the workers’ ranks; be-
cause the struggle for the defense of

workers in Enatex is a fight of the whole
of the Bolivian labor movement. If the
Government wins through this attack, to-
morrow it will privatize Huanuni (state
mine) and give a hard blow to the miners’
movement. We must defeat this reac-
tionary Government that starves the Boli-
vians and has given out the hydrocarbons
and minerals to the imperialist transna-
tionals, and now wants us workers and
poor farmers to be who repay the foreign
debt and the billion dollars of State bonds
sold to the Morgan banking.

Enough of bureaucrats who subdue
the fight of the workers to the Govern-
ment of Morales and his bourgeois Min-
isters! Let's impose the COB its rupture
with the Government of Evo Morales! We
must re-found the COB of 1952 (year
when the Bolivian workers smashed the
bourgeois state and almost took power,
NT), from bottom to above, under the
legacy of the "Pulacayo thesis", without
collaborationist bureaucrats, or "worker"
Ministers, senators and deputies as
Pedro Montes!

For a Plenum of the COB with dele-
gates from the rank and file, in the vicin-
ity of Enatex, and calling first to Huanuni
miners, Educational and health workers,
militant students and disabled poor!
Let's organize and vote a plan of fight
against the attack by the Government
and imperialism and prepare a Revolu-
tionary General Strike!

No more looting, misery, prosecu-
tions, jail, dismissals, hunger wages
and super exploitation for workers and
exploited in Bolivia!

No more dismissals! Any factory or
mine that closes or suspends or dis-
misses workers should be taken under
the control of the workers without com-
pensation! For one shift more in all fac-
tories and mines to put all available
hands to work! For a basic living wage
and sliding scale of wages indexed ac-
cording to inflation! Expropriation of the
transnational corporations without com-
pensation and under the control of the
workers! 

Gringos go home! Let’s make the Bo-
livian revolution!

Correspondent from LSTI- Bolivia   

Thousands of workers demonstrated
to the company Enatex where many wor-
kers had lost their job. The union bure-
aucracy of COB, the Mine Federation, the
Workers Confederation of Bolivia,
among others were forced to lead this
demonstration, afraid of their own rank
and file. In this demonstration they
fought against Morales’ government in
which they have kept an alliance for
years. 

The workers had clashes with the po-
lice and the repressive forces. The dyna-
mite of the miner and the worker

sounded. There were many injured and
76 workers were detained, we must set
them free now!

We are facing a decisive fight against
the Bolivarian bourgeoisie. It is high time
to unify the workers of Bolivia, kick out
the collaborationist bureaucracy and re-
cover our organizations to fight this pro-
imperialist government which brought
hunger, misery and slavery.

IT IS NECESSARY TO TAKE THE PATH
THE 2003-2005 REVOLUTION!

THIS FIGHT HAS ALREADY STARTED!

The Bolivian working class, the industry workers leading,
fight against the anti-worker government of Morales

May 18, 2016
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In Brazil imperialism chooses the best workers
executioners based on the arch-reactionary Constitution of
1988 and the democracy for the rich. This time the finger fell
into Temer, Dilma Vice President.
Both are and were willing to apply -as they are doing- the

most brutal attack on the working class in Brazil. Now
PMDB (Democratic Movement Party of Brazil) is the party
that supported the military dictatorship that ruled in the
'70s with PT (Labour Party) and Lula the last 12 years, in
charge of defending the business of imperialism in Brazil
bankruptcy.

Bourgeois justice also put out of the scene the President
of Parliament who had begun and led the demonstrations
against Dilma and supposedly, according to the left currents-
led the "judicial coup".

Imperialism, which is a creditor of 750 billion dollars of
the foreign debt of Brazil, has the bourgeois politicians in
the aim. They all got bribes and commissions. Now the real
usurer, Wall Street, wants to charge and seek the best payer.

Dilma and Lula offered themselves to lead the attack to
the masses and they were doing it with layoffs, misery wage
agreements, so on... but they are not the best to pass this
attack. It is just no longer possible to have only the
support of the union bureaucracy to keep the super-
profits of transnational companies. Now we have to
attack all labor organizations, liquidate the conquest up
to the end and the best to do so is Temer and the PMDB.
If this fails, the bourgeoisie will bring back Dilma in 180
days, will call new anticipated elections or a true
counterrevolutionary coup will strike with the military
and fascism.

Imperialism prepares all its executioners and uses the best
one to defend their interests.

The left lackey of the PT bourgeoisie should be told: “IT
IS NOT POSSIBLE TO TIE THE FATE OF THE
WORKING CLASS TO THE EXECUTIONERS!

The ones ruling have rows and they dispute their business.
Here there is no "coup". This is the normal institutions
game of the regime bourgeois which we must defeat.

Dilma accepts the Constitution and prepares her defense
in the Parliament ... The new government prepares a brutal
attack ... there are plenty of corrupt politicians in Congress...

Now? Let’s workers and the exploited masses speak up!
Work, housing, land, decent wage!

Out with Temer, the bourgeois Parliament and its parties
swindlers of people!
Out with the judges and murderer army that with its

Gurkha troops of NATO invade Haiti! They will be the ones
in charge of striking a counterrevolutionary coup if the boss
politicians fail.
Everyone out, nobody left!

For a Provisional Revolutionary Government of CUT, the
landless and homeless exploited ones!

The left current wants workers to tie our fate to the fate
of the PT bourgeois executioners. What are they going to say
now? Let’s make Dilma to come back!  Enough!

Let’s make the rulers out: Temer, Dilma, judges and
politicians!
Out with IMF, transnational companies and

corrupted politicians!
Open the road to the ones from below! For housing,

wage, work and land! For a Workers’ and Peasants’
Congress! For a Revolutionary general strike!

Every one out, nobody left!
Out with Temer, IMF, the bankers, the

transnational companies and their corrupted
politicians! 

For a revolutionary government of CUT, 
MST and the homeless! 

Now… Let’s the one from bellow to rule!

Brazil May 13, 2016

Temer and Dilma
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On May Day the PTS shows itself
supporting the Government of
Dilma and the PT, a bourgeois pro

imperialistic Government that wants to
prove to its master that it is able and wi-
lling to bear a higher attack to the labor
movement and the exploited masses of
Brazil until the end. The PTS calls an act
on April 30 in Argentina at the gates of
the Brazilian Embassy in Buenos Aires
under the slogan "Against the coup in
Brazil..."

However the reality is that in Brazil
the bourgeois clique that wants to re-
move Dilma moves within the strict fra-
mes of the semi-Bonapartista
Constitution with which the country is
governed since 1988. This same Consti-
tution which protects opposing gangs to
apply legal mechanisms to remove
Dilma today was the same one used by
the PT, the PSDB and the PMDB in the
�90 to get rid of (then President) Collor
de Mello though an Impeachment.

What happens in Brazil, as in Vene-
zuela, is that imperialism after using the
native bourgeoisie, i.e. either the "Boliva-
rians", or the PT and his Government and
the K in Argentina to strangle the revolu-
tionary processes, now comes to bring
order to its "backyard". Imperialism is at
present encouraging the 'Right' wing
partiesin Latin America to stage actions
in the streets and press the alleged "pro-
gressives" so that they go and apply the

heart of the attack on the conquests of
the working class; therefore imperialism
is squeezing them as worn out lemons
until the last drop of juice. This is what
Kirchner did and what Maduro and Dilma
are doing.

Now, if there were effectively a coup
as the PTS says, how is it one would de-
feat it? For PTS, it would be with a cons-
tituent Assembly! Do they think that a
coup can be stopped by voting? Really?
No call to the masses to crush the coup?
No call to a Revolutionary General Strike?
…Without expropriating the property to
large transnationals which would be su-
rely funding the coup? No call to rank-
and-file soldiers to break away from
officers of the armed forces? Defeating
the coup without sacking the pro-coup
judges and imposing labor and popular
courts?

Coup d’etats are defeated only by ca-

lling the working class to stop production
and to crush the coup. Coups are stop-
ped and democracy is defended only with
the method of the proletarian revolution.

And they can't say that there are no
conditions for this... The PTS is in a front
with the CUT (Brazil Central Trade Union),
the MST (Brazilian landless movement),
the homeless workers movement, etc.,
which perfectly could call a great Con-
gress of workers and peasants to orga-
nize the General strike to crush the
"coup".

However, where there is effectively a
brutal counter-revolutionary coup with
400,000 workers and peasants killed in
Syria, the PTS shuts up. The Syrian mas-
ses are still attacked and sieged; and lac-
key Dilma…is very well, thanks!...
surrounded by the so-called "Socialists"
in the words that are mere opportunists
in the facts.

Unfortunately, in Argentina the FIT continues to divide the workers vanguard. It arranges to
vote bills with bosses’ politicians in the Parliament, while suspending the Trade Union meetings
that could have united those who struggle.
While they called a May Day public meeting, talking about "socialism", they silence the fierce
counter-revolutionary blow of the Castro brothers who have just competed the selling out of
Cuba to imperialism and are covering the smoke-sellers as Syriza in Greece that has abducted
more than 100,000 Syrian refugee in concentration camps and more than 50 young rebel priso-
ners in the prisons of the Troika and the NATO chapter of the Greek regime.

The PTS organizes an action in Argentina to defend
the bourgeois Government of PT in Brazil

April 27th, 2016

Public meeting of PTS on May Day in Argentina
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In Brazil, the forces of Stalinism
and the renegades of the 4th Interna-
tional have concentrated to support
one of the bourgeois factions, today
in disgraceful, that during years
were the biggest guarantors of busi-
ness of the MNCs and the imperial-
ism as it happened with the PT
(Labour Party T N) of Lula-Dilma
with the PMDB of Temer, a party
that has already collaborated with
the military dictatorship.
What has existed since years in

Brazil is a popular front and class
collaboration government of the
trade unions and PT with the bour-
geoisie, direct agent of the imperial-
ist pirates; a government that is not
anti-imperialist. 

The renegades of Trotskyism has
fabricated a supposed coup to justify
their support to a bourgeois govern-
ment agent of the imperialism like
the one of Dilma today in disgrace 
We have already seen the method

of this vile policy of “democratic
front” applied by the renegades of
Marxism of the US left with the slo-
gan and program “everybody against
Bush”. This policy and program dis-
guised Obama as “democratic and
progressive” and this allowed the US
imperialism to burden the world with
the crisis for the last 8 years. 

It is already clear that the imperi-
alism in Brazil is selecting the best
executioner able to apply its plan
against masses and defend its inter-
ests and business. 
In Brazil a brutal economic cri-

sis has started. The imperialism
comes to discipline all the bour-
geois gangs that took for them-
selves “wrongful coins” from the
huge finance investments made by
the imperialist bankers in Brazil. It
comes to discipline the PT gangs
and the “opposition” as well that
from the Parliament propelled the

Impeachment against Dilma and
foster the middle class against the
government.
To select the stronger govern-

ment, imperialism used the bour-
geois justice, parliament and the `88
Constitution hat rule the semi-de-
mocratic, semi-Bonapartist regime
in Brazil. There is no coup. In any
case, there are punches among
bourgeois gangs to define which
one controls the business. 
Even, Dilma accepted the “coup

against her” and has 180 days ahead
to be defended. 

In the imperialism’s policy there
is no loss:  Dilma, respectful of the
Constitution, accepts the Impeach-
ment and is left aside on hold just in
case her vice president, Temer of
PMDB, fails in his attempt to attack
the masses violently. If none of them
achieve to do that, new early elec-
tions would appear. But if there is a
mass uprising in midst of this crisis,
a front set up by all of them together
will emerge to smash them. Coup?
My ass! 

A smokescreen has been created
to cover the Latin American and
world working class eyes. The Marx-
ists as Lenin said, defend a “supe-
rior” regime against an “inferior”
one. That is, we defend the demo-
cratic conquests of the bourgeois
democratic regime against a fascist o
Bonapartist coup. The reactionary
democratic bourgeoisie can be used
by the working class in order to or-
ganize the working class and prepare
the better conditions for the revolu-
tion. It is not the same for the masses
whether the Bonapartist or fascist
coup prevails or not. 
However, the Marxist defends the

democracy with the methods of the
proletariat revolution, and never sub-
mitting the working class to the “de-
mocratic” bourgeoisie. PTS and FIT
(of Argentina), POR of Bolivia, Stal-
inism among others said, “There is a
coup in Brazil” and are far to “de-

fend the democracy” with the meth-
ods of expropriating the “coupist”,
the transnational companies and the
banks “to defend such a coup”. 
They are far from calling to set up

soldiers committees and worker’s
militia to break the army and defeat
the “coupist” officer caste. 
Any worker will realize that there

is no coup, as the masses have not
break with the left policy neither
have defeated the popular front and
class collaborationist government.
We insist, in Brazil, is just imperial-
ism selecting the best executioner of
the exploited; meanwhile the treach-
erous leaderships submit the work-
ing class to the executioner in
disgrace. 

In conclusion, in Brazil there is
no coup and there is no consequent
fight by the reformist left against the
so called coup. There is treason so
the working class and peasants do
not stand up and make their forces be
worth it in the Brazilian crisis, so the
capitalist and imperialism pay the
burden of the crisis they did to the
nation and had left the country with
a foreign debt of more than 750,000
million dollars. 

The task of the moment is: Out
with Temer! Everyone out! Let’s
break with the bourgeoisie! For a
Provisional Revolutionary govern-
ment of CUT, MST and the home-
less! For bread, land and housing for
all! Open the path to the working
class! Open the road to the exploited! 

Dilma (PT-Brazil) and Tsipras (Syriza - Greece)
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As in happened in Greece and
Ukraine, and today in France…

In Brazil the vile policy of
class collaboration of the
“new left” of Stalinists and

renegades of the IV
International 

The renegades of Trotskyism play
the same role that during decades the
Latin American Stalinism played.
They have rejected openly of the the-
ory-program of the Permanent Rev-
olution of Trotskyism, to remove the
dust from the old Stalinist “theory”
to submit the working class to sup-
posed “progressive bourgeoisie
blocs” either “anti-imperialist” or
“democratic”.
For example, in the “defence of

Cuba attacked by the imperialism”
they submit the working class behind

the new Cuban bourgeoisie that a
long time ago sold out the Island to
imperialism. 
In defence of the “anti-imperialist

struggle” they supported Maduro
and Morales when they tireless apply
the worse attacks against the masses;
they are used as “squeeze lemons”
by the imperialism.
They point to the “progressive

bourgeoisies” for example, the Kirch-
ners “serial payers” of the foreign debt,
repressors and murders of workers. 

And they also call to defend them
against the “right wing coups” when
that bourgeoisie comes to attack all
along the line the Latin American
masses till the end. The “Bolivarian”
politicians in bankruptcy initiated
such attack and are getting it deeper. 

The old Stalinism said that in
Latin America and the whole semi

colonial world the central struggle
was not the working class against the
bourgeoisie and imperialism for the
socialist revolution to resolve the
democratic and anti-imperialist tasks
of the oppressed peoples. On the
contrary, they spread –as the rene-
gades of Trotskyism do today- the
pseudo theory of “staged revolution”
and blocs with the “democratic and
anti-imperialist bourgeoisies” with
whom we supposedly can resolve the
national question or confront the
military dictatorships and then in a
new stage “go ahead to socialism”.  

These people sing the nuptial
march in the funerals. They claim
this policy that leads masses’ fight to
the cliff when the imperialist system
has been suffering the worse crisis
since the ‘30s. 

Brazil
Every one out, nobody left!

Out with Temer, IMF, the bankers, the transnational
companies and their corrupted politicians! 

For a revolutionary
government of CUT, 

MST and the homeless! 

Now… Let’s the one
from bellow to rule!
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